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The Winter Season Begins.
HE Tourist ea on proper is drawing to a close,
and Ireland, a far a' one may judge from
external, has had a remarkably good ye'-lr.
The :'lotor Race and Emancipation c: lebra-
tions contributed largely to increase the volume
of traffic from Great Britain, and many people
coming pecially for the e events availed themselves
of the opportunity to pend their holidays in Ireland.
But Cv n allowing for the stimulus thu given, the
senson seems to have been remnrkably good and, what
i of the greate t importance, tll vi'itor have been
thorouO'hly s,lti fled with their holiday. Remarkably
fine weather, improved and cheapen d transport ser-
vices, and above all an improvement in the standard
of the hotels contributed to the enjoym 'nt of peopll'
coming to Ireland. It wa inevitable that amonO' t
thousand of visitors th re hould be ome who found
cause for complaint. Following our r p ated requE'sts,
tho e comphlints w rc furnished to us. Their numb '1'
are mall, in many case they w re du tD mi~under­
standings, but in every n, e they are being fully
investigat -d. We hop III th Off Season 1) riod to
bus.v ourselve particularly with the removal of the
sources of those complaints, and we publish that fact
as our be't tlS'urance of 'atisfnction for future
visitors.
"'0 much for the pa ing se,l on, but we are at the
becrinnin cr of another Setl on which 'hould provide,o 0
if not 0 many vi'itor , at lea·t ns muc:h \vealth a
tIJe summer influx. There is no question th<.\t, taken
from any point of view, hunting in 11' land i not sur-
ptlsed by hunting in any other country.
The annunl Hor e how held in Dublin last month
provided a l1H\O'nificent display of this countr) 's wealth
of hor cs, and particularly of hunters The Dublin
Horse how hn don incalculable good in advertising
thi important adjunct to a successful hunting holiday
in Ireland, but the ('on 'ideration Ol inexpen iveness,
good-f How hip and diversified country are equally
important, and we think hunting men looking for good
sJlort could not do b tter than inquire intD the po i-
bilit\" of atishinO' themselves in Ireland. The Iri h
, , 0
Tourist _\,;,-;ociation heartily welcomes uch inquiries,
IlTId "'ill leave no ton unturned to put prospective
hunting vi"itors in touch with suitable hunt and
satisftlCtory accommodation.
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Irish Travel Holiday
Competitions. 0",, ,
September, 1929.
Winners of the July
Competition
THE WINNERS OF THE FINAL COMPETITION OF THE SEASON-AUGUST-WILL APPEAR
IN THE OCTOBER NUMBER OF IRISH TRAVEL, /
~
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of noli' for sonIc distance,
\\'h ich gi ves us an oppor-
tunity of examining the
scene before us. Emy luany
\I'orld-famed artists ha vc
not put this scene on ean-
yas: " Cutting the Corn."
:.\len, \I'omen, and children
,Ire \I'orking IILight t1l1d
111,\in gath ring and bind-
ing, ignorin~ tll modern
dp\'ices \\·hi(·h does (l\\'tlY
with this laboUl'. Men m:r
"llOutin~, doge; barking.
women sing gaily at their
work, an<l the "golden
corn" \I'hich only yester-
day s,,,nyed and rippled in
the breeze now lies in
stooks read,\' to be taken
into the barn; and later the
big night comes \"hi(·h lads
Louyh KylclI1or£', ('ollllcmam.
(Photo hr 1.. \\'. :'IIul"ra~', St. :'IIichaers, Liverpool, winner of the July Photo Competition of IIlI..,1I TH\VH.)
The Lee Valley.
By Jenny Harvey. 29 South Terrace. Cork.
SO~IEOKE else, no doubt, reli~hes this little several mile~ along the lovely v"le rnerits the prodlH'-miniature Hhine and as a short tour is un- jng of your camera. The road now runs up tho valleyequalled for its nt\tural be'lUty. of the Dripse.y Hiver, keeping somewhat to the north
So, ·tranger, \yeloome, and com \yith me away and pm;sing through the ll<\mlets of Dripsey and
from the noisy city-\\"hieh is \I·hat most of us strive Coachford.
to get away fr~m~and \\,e'll follow this winding valle~', 1 he Lee i' lost sight
\\'hich i a bavon of beallt.¥
and qui tness. It runs
from Cork to ~L\Cl'OOIll,
through one of the most
beautiful and fertile dis-
tricts in the South.
Leaving the city behind,
our first glimpse lies on
your right as you dra \\'
near Carrigrohane. ~-otice
the Cib' \Yaterworks.
A m~st striking feature
of the lande;cape is the pic-
turesque Castle of Carrig-
rohane, which is boldly
placed on a lofty cliff. .H
the foot of a wild, heathrr-
clad hilltands the ruined
church of Inni-carra,
founded in the Gth century.
The scener.y here and for
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Spectacle Brit/ye, Lisdooll ral'lla.
Lisdoonvarna. 'By 'Pal rick :Murroy. funr,.Tem"lederry. T"urles,
WH_lT! going to Lisdoonvarna! Surely you do~'tmean it ?" "Yes! I have de ided on spendmg
my holidays there this ~ ear," Some of my friends
IHughed at my foll,v, ;:;ome sympathised with 'me, and
some ironically asked if I suffered from" rheumatics,"
"late-like rock belo\\', affordinO' facilities for explora-
. 0
bon when the tide is out-for the sea has in the
course of time made many crevices and caves in the
cliffs' foundations-and the lovely sea panorama from
tl~e gmss." ditche above-all combined form a pretty
pICture.
There are not many vi itors in this little-known spot,
and those who patroni'e it retmn year by year.
HOlhes ,Ire, ho\\'e\'er, being erected rapidlv in the
neighbourhood, and there are many vacant ~ite suit-
able for bungalo\\·s. Building sites are available, A.
t\\'o-,wre site overlooking the harbour \\'as sold re-
centl," in a cit,', auction room for £115; in addition
the purchaser WtlS offered the landlord's intere-t for
£(jO. _\. <;um of £165 for the fee-simple of the property
is a fair indie:ation of the value of land here for
speculators. Lord Holmpatrick i;:; the landlord. The
fact that there \\·H. fI coastguard -station here until
recently i;:; an indication of the importance of the
little harbour ns a refuge when heavy eRS and rough
easterly gflles render the pas-
sage of coastal and Chann >1
v ssels somewhat difficult.
The coastguard station ae:-
cOll\lllodated four men. It
\I'as de tro,ved by fire during
the troubled period of the
-\.nglo-Irish confl ict, when
adjoining CORstguard stations
suffered II similar fate. The
pier affords a lovelv vie\"i-
lInd the tired trave1ler ca~
re"t at e,lse all day on the
grtlnite seats inhaling the
lif >-giving ozone from Hush
Hnrbonr direction over four
lllile' of sea,
_, \\'tllk of a mile brings the tourist to the bus lend-
in!5 to the city or to Skcrries, so that there is no clanger
of one running short o[ any article not pl'Ocurabl in
the local ;:;tore.
Loughshinny in one \\'ay is a " dry " place, but
perhaps thi;:; is an ad \'tl1lt age. The loeal pumps, ho\\'-
'\'er, ,;en'e for all nnd sundr,\', and the suppl,v is I
It'al'll lll~\'er f[liling. I sa\\' a fisherman hard at work
pUlllpin~. and a glass o[ the cool \\'tlter confirmed th >
old m,lll's solemn assurance thHt " thi" is the b st
drinking \I'ater in Ireland." Visitors in search of
...;omething more exhilamlin~ can hire a boat and get
I'o\\'ed across to Hock-a-Bill, the well-kno\\'ll light-
house station opposite Skerries, Lamba:' or Rush.
A pretty but comparatively little known
Co. Dublin Seaside Resort.
and lasses love 0 \\'ell-" the threahing " of this
golden corn; and if you are lucky enough to know tl
farmer friend, \I'ell-never ignore an invitation to a
threshing. You see the good old Irish nature at it,
best, while those unfortunate folk who dwell in " Pro-
hibition countries " \vill be right glad they came to
Ireland to enjoy this. Dt1llcing andinging, drinking
~ll1d courtin '; \\'hy! the lilw of it you'Il never see
.anywhere else out ide Ireland.
But to finish our journcy \I'e must tear our"eh'c,;
.awav from this scene. So we drive again, and dra\\'in~
neUl~ CarriaRdrohid (the rock of the bridge), the
Castle of C~rrigadrol;icl stands on a teep rock in the
mid t of the Lee, but is no\\' only tl ruin. A brid~e
on either "icle connects it with the banks of the river.
Farther alona this lovel \. "tllle\' i the ('<lstl of
Iasht1l1aalas a
O
loft\' sqlHU'~ towe~ of bcrlool1l\' a-,:;l>ect.1:>, • •
On the north of this th high road leads through the
picturesque Glen of rmmemgh, and so on to ]\Ll-
'Croom. ,/
To thoroughly enjo~' this
'Scenery there is nothin~
to beat an " outside cnr ..
-" j'lunting cRr." There
.are many old jarveys in this
city \d~o are noted for their
lmo\\'lcdge of folk-lore, and
thoir ga,\', \\'itty pmttle, \vho
Imo\\' e\erything there is to
lmow tlbout this 10\'01,\'
valley, and . it \\'oldd \\'011
rep,l," ,1l1ybod," to get one of
these men on it da,\ 's outin~
,and listen to their " Blar-
ney " while dri\'ing alon!:{
the b,mk,:; of this "Loveh
Valley of the Lee, " .
'By .11. H orneck.
:l'{ovon, Co. :Meal"
WITHI~ IQ miles of the Cil\, of Dublin, close tothe main bus road leading out SkelTles direc-
tion, the tourist will find a pretty' thou~h little known
,'c,lside place comfortably tucked (\\ray from view of
bu,:; or r'lil. This i Loughshinny, mid\\'R~' betwPl'n
Hush ,lnd Rkerrie;:;. .\ strong pier and brealnnlter
runs out into the sea for a considerable disbnce, in-
.-ide whic:h fairl,\- lRrge boats can find safe mooring,
Local fishermen ply their net as far down as Dun
Laogh,lire, and make tl dec nt li\'elihoocl by their
haul of herring, mackerel and other fish. Lobster
fi::;hinc: is a favourite pastime from the pier. The
harbour. almost landlocked, i afe, and bathing e:tHl
be in(lulged in at all times, and there is a good
~tretch of beach. Lough;:;hinny has many attr,lction,
-peculiar to itself. The little harbour, \\'ith Lamba."
Island <;tanding out lik a ;:;entinel in the offing a
fe\\' mile away, the high cliffs, with hu!:{e sltlb;:; of
7
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like all the visitors there. Undoubtedly a large num-
ber of old and infirm people visit Lisdoonvarna, but it
cannot by any means be included in the category
" For Old Folks only." Plenty of young people come
to drink its beneficial sulphur, iron and magnesia
waters, to breathe its pure and bracing air, and to visit
the numerous beauty spots and places of interest in
its neighbourhood.
Lisdoonvarna is remarkable for its deep, narrow
ravines, eaten out of the limestone plain by winding
rivers, and consequently for the very high bridges
which span those rivers connecting the hills on either
sides. It is a place ideally suited for a quiet holiday
if desired, but there are ample opportunities for young
folk to enjoy themselves. Tennis seems to be the
most popular game, with croquet a good second. and
the town is well supplied with tenni courts and cro-
quet lawns.
The bus service from Lisdoonvarna to Limerick, and
to the railway at Ennistymon, js very good, and so
visitors may easily spend a day in Limerick, Lahinch
or Kilkee. The accommodation in the town itself is
excellent and varied to suit all purses.
Personally, I enjoyed my first visit immensely.
Corkscrew Hill and the Spectacle Bridge are sigbts I
cannot easily forget, and the sea at Doolin and the
buge Cliffs of Moher will live long in my memory.
My only remark to my friends on returning was, "He
who laughs last, laughs best." The last laugh is worth
waiting for.
Attractions of Iveragh.
'By Edward Clifford. High St .. Cchirciveen. Co. Ker.y.
I VERAGH. in South-West Kerry, possesses sceneryof exquisite beauty and loveliness. Tbe district is
tllm<Jst encircled by high, purple-clad mountains, in-
terspersed with grey boulders and murmuring streams.
In tbe \Vest tbe mountain barrier is replaced by the
turbulent breakers of the mighty Atlantic. In the
middle of the valley stands the enterprjsing town of
Cahirciveen, which contains the beautiful edifice
known as the O'Connell Memorial Church.
The visitor will be amply repaid by visiting the
Cliffs of Kilellan, which lie to the west about three
miles from Cahirciveen. These rugged barriers rise
out of the foaming breakers, and the loud crashes of
tbe waves as they dash against the cliffs can be beard
from afar. Near the cliffs the silver 'ands of tbe
White Strand stretch. and these are the" Mecca"
of all Cahirciveen bathers.
Castlequin lies outside the town. The residence is
surrounded by trees, which serve as ideal dwelling-
places for our" Featbered Friends," who charm the
place with their barmonious melodies. Here also the
air is laden with the sweet perfume of wild flowers,
wbich grow in great profusion.
At Caharn, tbe ruins of tbe birthplace of Daniel
O'Connell may be perceived, covered with ivy and
8
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other creeping plants, the "'hole forming a cloak of a
delicious green hue.
Ballycarbery Castle, a proud relic of the Fenian
days, is situated in the ,ye t and i now in ruins.
1'be River Fertha runs througb the centre of the
valley, and is the haunt of salmon, mullet and pol-
lock. It bas two tributaries, the Foilmore and Carhan
river • the former being the haunt of almon and the
latter of brown and white trout.
Tbus Iveragh possesses attractions both historical
and beautiful, and no regret ,,,ill be experienced by
vi, iting this interesting district.
The Isle in the West.
By Kenneth 'R,ankin. 5 Heswall Road. .flint..ee. Liverpool.
EVER since I was a child it has been my ambitionto travel to the place where the sun sets-away
tbere over the Irish Sea, over the dancing waves and
through the sbining spray, until I reached the land of
the sunset's colours. Last year I journeyed over that
ever-moving sea and reached the Land of the Sunset's
Colours-Ireland.
And I journeyed round, seeing how all these won-
drous colours were formed. I rode through the Gap
of Dunloe, and saw the purple of the sunset on the
mountain side; I tarried on the Kenmare road, and
saw tbe blue of the sunset in the lakes beneath; I saw
in the autumn tints of the trees of Woodenbridge, the
browns and yellows of the evening sky.
But in Glendalough I saw all these colours together
-I saw the sunset colours blended in that little valley,
blended ready to be hoisted up into tbe evening sky.
There I saw the purple mountains, the lakes-some-
time blue, sometime silver-the autumn tint of the
leaves. There I saw Nature preparing her sunset.
It took but a couple of hours to climb to the head
of the \Vicklow Gap, and just as I reached the top
the sun sank behind thc purple mountains and Nature
began to hoi,t her colours into the sky. There, to the
once blue heaven, she raised the grey of her rocks,
,,"ith the brown of her bogs; there he put the gold
of her sand, tbe silver of her lakes, the crimson of her
wayside flower. The colour-s of the countryside be-
came the colours of the unset. But then Night, the
eraser, swept over the sky and blotted out the vision
of beauty before me.
I tbank thee, Ireland, I land of the Wet, Land of
the Sunsct's Colours, for transporting me from earth
to heaven for a few bright moments.
Ireland as seen by an American.
By .fllison Barstow :MurphJ. New York City. U.S.A.
THERE are people in .\.merica wbo think there isnothinlT to see in Ireland. \Vhen we cbose
Ireland for our holidays a friend said, "Ireland!
September, ]920. IRISH TRAT'EL.
.. If you are interested in Al,Jine and Herbaceous Plants'
Ro~es, Seed Potatoes, Hand made Linl5erie, fine Em-
br?ldery "'York and Crochet, Donegal Tweed and hand
kmt StocklDgs, also 'Wheelbarrows and Wheelstuff call
at Lissadell off the S1J~o Bundoran Road Monday till
Saturday mornlDg. Petrol Pump and Repair Shop for
Motors. Manager, Lissadell, Sligo."
'Why I've passed the coast but I never dreamt of stop-
ping there!" I have proved our \\'isdom of choice.
Irehmd is not a place to be neglected, and we, ,,,ha
read extensively before sailing, little knew ha,,· much
there i to see hero. We had planned to hop to
France for a week, but we are so busy that we "'ill
not have time, and, even aB it is, ,,-e miss many
things. Cast! s fairly pop out of the roadside, all of
them right from a storybook picture, so many that
we cannot go in ide all, though we novel' tire of ex-
ploring them.
Then the climate! People balk beoause of the un-
warranted r€Jputation of the Irish climate. 'Ye have
had as good weather as we ,"ould have had in Xew
York at this season, except for a few little sprinkle,
and they are so soft and mi ty that they do not in-
Callvenience us. We are always prepared for rain, so
when it does shower we go right ahead with our plans
instead of sitting inside as we probably would at home.
The first week away from Dublin \\'e had cloudless
skies and a wonderful sun; lately, though it has been
cloudy, ,,,e can always see the sun somewhcre-a
patch of light on the hills, on the water, on the beach
or fields.
Americans come to Europe largely for the antiquity
of it. Our achievement are 0 new that \\'e ,,,ant to
see the relics of peoples past. In looking for anti-
quities, I have never seen a place which contains the
"'ork of so many different ages as does Cashel.
The beehive huts and Oratory of Galerus, on the
Dingle Peninsula, should suit the most ardent antique-
seeker, and the\' are more interestincr because the out-
t_ 0
houses and walls are built just the same to-day by the
farmer as the fortifications were two thousand years
ago.
I cannot say enough about Ireland, 'rho poople arc
so lovely, the scenery is so beautiful, the climate is
o mild, that I enjoy every minute hero. I will be
sorr,v to sail for home. \Vhen I reach home and start
talking, my friends "'ill ,rant to come too.
Killarney Kilkee
Lahinch Mallaranny
Miltownmalbay Tramore
Wicklow'
Convenient Routes
BSHGUARD TO ROSSLARE
HOLYHEAD TO KINGSTOWN
(Dun Laoghain)
Moderate" All·in" Hotel Charges
Circular Tour Tickets from Euston
or Paddington, embracing Cork,
Killarney, Connemara and Wicklow,
give tourists the choice of alternative
routes and there is also a wide selec-
tion of cheap local Tours.
Illustrated Guides and travel informa-
tion free from London Midland and
Scottish Railway, Euston: Great
Western Railway, Paddington; Great
Southern Railways, Kingsbridge,
Dublin (who will also supply par-
ticulars of local tours and cheap rates
for motors accompanying passengers).
One that charms the eye,rests the
mind, invigorates the body - in
fact a general tonic at a cheap
cost-what more can you desire?
Then choose a holiday resort in
the Irish Free State. A few
famous resorts are:
AnIRISH hoLida'}
WE can supply you with Travel Tickets
from Anywhere to Anywhere. make your
Hotel Reservations and relieve you of all
worries connected with Travel.
HEWETT'S
TRAVEL
.AGENCY
~
V'Olier Street,
V,.blin.
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G1ensem Pass -CO. Donegal
Holiday 70uring
onPratts
WHETHER your way leads to the
rugged grandeur of the Donegal
Highlands, to wild Connemara, to Ki.llarney
and over the Coomakista to Glengariff and
Gougane Barra, or across the Sugar Loaf to
Glendalough and the Seven Churches, your
engine will run better and more smoothly
on Pratts-the pure petrol.
Pratts gives more miles per gallon and more
miles per hour, swifter acceleration, greater
power on hills-in fact everything necessary
to make for pleasant, trouble-free touring!
Start on Pratts. And everywhere that
you fill up en route, fill up with Pratts.
Never say" petrol"-say
PRATTS
Td.h.Amprican Oil 1":0•• Ltd.. 1 and 2 Upper O'Connell Street, Dublin.
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LIMERICK FOR HOLIDAYS. 13y K. E.
Photo] Xol"lll Stralld, 1'1101110"</ Bridye, a"d Kill:; JolI,,', Castle, Umel'idc [l.T ..\.
.[clam Abbey, Limeric1c.
when the Exchange was built. The Exchange wati the
repository of the" ail" on which merchants paid
their debts-hence" to pay on the ail." Dominican
Monastery. - Remains situ-
ctted in grounds of St. Mary's
Convent. Founde I in 1272;
raised to the status of a Lui-
verity by Pope Innocent X.
in 1644. The Walls of the
City.-Portions of the old walls
may be seen behind Lelia
Street.
In the country the following
places should be yisited :-
Adare.-10 mile<; from Lime-
rick. Seat of the Earl of Dun-
raven. Famous beauty spot.
[LT.A. 13th century eHstle. \Vhite
Abbey (13th century). Augu~­
century). FrHnciscan ~Ionastel':r
Foynes.-23 miles from Lime-
rick. Shnnid Castle. Pleasant
scener.". Kilmallock.-22~mil ;;
from Limerick. Formerly walled
in town. Three English King~
granted Charters to the citizen;;.
Dominican Abbey. Castle
ruins. Askeaton.-19! miles
from Limerick. Remains of
FrHI1(·iscan Friary dating from
1420, and a Desmond Castle.
Lough Gur.-14 miles from
Limerick. Of particular inte-
rest to the antiquarian. Lake
caret' 230 acres. On its shore;;
are dolmens, stone circle , and
[LT.A. in the lake crannogs 01' arti-
ficial ish1l1df;. Very fin e
scenery.
Newcastle West.-25~ milss from Limerick. Re-
mains of a lllltgnificent" DesTllond Castle and of 5th
LIMERICK CITY is the principal town of oneof the most fertile districts in Irehmd-adistrict of bistoric associtttions of great beauty.
The city itself has some rery
fine antiquities, while the sur-
rounding countryside, of
which the main feature is the
River Shannon, is famou for
sport and scenery. The Shan-
non i one of the leading
salmon rivers in the country,
and its bank provide great
opportunitie" for fowling.
'rennis and golf are played
throughout the city and
county, and in the winter the
famous Scarteen "Black and
Tans" and the Co. Limerick Photo]
Foxhounds hunt the district. Castlecollllell.
Racing is carried on at Greenpark, just ouhde Lime- tinian 1"riary (14th
rick City. The principal antiquities and places of dating from 1464.
interest in the city are :-The
Treaty Stone.-Thi is the
famous stone on 'which the
Treaty of Limerick was signed
in 1691. King John's Castle.-
Erected in 1210-n good speci.
men of medilJ:wal architecture.
It has been little nffected ex-
cept where se':eral patches of
brickwork indicnte the damage
done by the siege in the ,Vil-
liamite wars. St. Mary's
CathedraL-It \\'as about the
.' CHI' 1172 \',hen Celt and ~or­
man wer cant nding for the
Photo)
mastery of th city that St.
Mary's Cathedral, Limerick,
was founded. The TholseL-In ]\fary Street. Erected
in 1449, and used as a Municipal building until 1673,
11 (Continued on page 14.)
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"IT'S THE TOBACCO THAT COUNTS"
September, 1929.
PlAYER'S MEDIUM NAVY CUT CIGARETTES 10 for 6d. 20 for lltc.1
12
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CYCLING IN THE BOYNE VALLEY.
SI. Lawrcnce·. Gate, Drogheda.
By M. L. STEPHENS.
STARTL: G fromDublin on mybike one fine
morning recently, I rode
to Balbriggan without
h a v i n g to get off
once in the twenty
miles, as the road is so
level. Pa'sing through
the town, which i not
interesting, I went down
to the hore and rode
along the flat ands to a
deserted ba,v, whm'e I
],mehed and l)athed.
Then 'tl'lf'k to rhe road
and on to Drogheda,
where there i' much of
interest to see. Con-
siderable portions of the
ancient walls still re-
main, and there is the
famous St. Lawrence's
Gate, onc of the ten
which formerly acted a,
fortres es when the
town was besieged b.v
Sir Phelim 0 'Neill, anrl
later by Cromwell in
1649. My destination
that evening '\'as Collon,
J Photo]
a pretty village seven
miles from Drogheda, where I stayed at " Derntbeg, "
the quaint old dower house of Oriel 'Iemple, the
Masserene's beautiful place. Collon village is full of
intere t. At the corner house lived John Foster, the
last Speaker of the Irish House of Commons. Th
Catholic Church contains the famous Fitzgerald tomb
in marble, and the Protestant Church i' a replica of
Chri t Church Chapel, Cambridge.
Having explored Oriel Temple and the immediate
neighbourhood, I proceeded next morning to :Monas-
terboice, which was one of the earliest and the most
famous of the religious houses of Ireland. There I
saw the two ruined Churches, the Round r1'O\"\' er
which is 110 feet high, and the three great eulptured
Crosses-two of them, for design and richness of
sculpturing, surpass all similar works of that class to
be found in the world. The carvings, peculiar to Ire-
land, illustrate passages of the eriptures.
Four ;:;hort miles brought me from Monasterboiee to
Mellifont Abbey, which far exceeded my expectations.
'There in the valley of the River Mattock was built
the ear]ie t and th~ finest of the 42 Abbeys erected in
Ireland by the Cister-
eians. The monks were
sent over from France
by St. Bernard and the
site of the Abbey was
chosen by St. Malaehy
of Armagh as being
the neare t approaching
Clairvaux in its appear-
ance and surroundings.
The monks arrived in
1142, and were joined
by some Irish novices,
and as a result of their
labours not only 'Nas
an imposmg monastery
founded but also schools
for technical, literal'\',
and agricultural instru~­
tion, whilst the .\.bbey
did the work of a poor-
house, a dispensary, and
a hotel for the surround-
ing eountr,Y.
Having flourished for
400 years, after many
vicis~itudes it "'as SUI;-
pressed in 1539, but it
continued to figure ill
history and was the re-
[LP. Eng. Co. sidence of the Earls of
Drogheda until 1720.
Of the once magnificent pile little remain except
the Lavabo, an octagon building in the orman style,
and the hapter House, a beautiful conception of the
late decorated period of Gothic architecture.
From Mellifont I rode on to Slane, and passing
through the town descended by Slane Castle to the
Boyne, which i wide and beautiful there, flo"'ing
bet"'ecn high, wooded bttnks, with Beau Parc demCi:me
and picturesque mansion on the opposite side to
Slane. A sudden desire to swim in those romantic
waters came over me, f'0 I unpacked my bathinO' kit
and plunged in amongst the reeds and water lilies,~vith
Slane Castle reflected in the still water and visions in
my mind of the ancient wan-iars of Erin disporting
them. elves thus in those romantic days of Iona aO'o
b b
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ACHILLOF
Limerick for Holidays (Continued from page 11)
century convent. earby is Ardagh, where was found
the famous Chalice, now in the ational Museum.
Rathkeale.-17t miles from Limerick. Remains of
asUe and Abbey. German Palatines settled here
early in 18th century, and German names are still
common amongst the people. Castleconnell.--8 miles
from. Limerick. World famous for its salmon fishing.
Falls of Doonass.
At Abbeyfeale there is the remains of an Abbey
founded in 1186 by Brian 0 'Brien for Cistercian
monk.. Below the town is Purt Castle, where an
heir to the Earl of De mond was residing when he fell
in love with and married one of hi father's tenants,
therebv incurring the odium of his relatives, who
forced v him to flee the country with his bride.
ISLANDTHE
By W. M. LETTS.
ONE of the consolations of our uncertain spring is a comfortable, simple place and a good centre foris the consideration (mtlde in an armchair by the many \\'alks, drives and climbs which the islandthe fireside) of holiday haunts for those days can give: It is, of course, an island for artists, and
when the corncrake will ery in the long grass and the many besides Paul Henry have tried to show the
heather grow pink over the bogs. world the wonder of sea and mountains here. 'There
How many people, wise people I think, have the i sea fi hing for thQ'e who want it, and you may
island passion. 'There is a lure about an island, wait hopefully, as I did, to ee seals in the caves near
• especially about an i~land in the 'Western seas. There Dugort. You may bathe, you may drive over roads
is high adventure in leaving the mainland, even if you that might be better and might be worse. You may
do so by a bridge anoss ,1 sound, a' you do in the climb the slopes of Achill Head and look out towards
Island of Achill off the coast of Connaught. .\mel'ica or look back at the tumble of 1\1ayo moun-
Achill is sure to be as beautiful as you expect. J tnin. and the islands set in that wonderful sea. You
cannot believe that anyone who goes to Achill or to ma v \I'atch the fi~hermen in their curraghs down on
Kcrry or to Donegal i disappointed, though I Il'ould T<C~lll Bay, or dream of the past near Druid stones
pray for fine weather. in the heather or near the castle of
Now, from England oue may ap- that pirate queen, Grace O'Malley
proach \.chill by steamer and (Granuaile), who thought herself
train, and in this case the train ( greater than the sovereign lady,
conveys the traveller to .\.chill Elizabeth of Engbnd.
Sound, on the mainland, and he A motorist had better inquire
or she can be met by a motor from about the island road he proposes
any hotel chosen. Or, if the travel- to take, for there is a lack of
ler brings a motor car, there is a danger signs which I hope by this
journey by quite good roads right year the .\utomobile Association
across Ireland. will make good. For example, the
For myself I chos to break the road to Achill Head appear' to be
journey at Athlone, because I possible, but after Captain Boy-
started from Dublin after lunch, cott's gates it b comes decidedly
but an early start makes the jour- impossible, and there is no pIa 'e to
ney-187 miles-possible in on turn. We found two gallant ladies
day, or a night spent at Westport with a new 1\lorris-Oxford in a
would mean time to look at the horrid pickle on the 10\I'er stretches
1\1ayo mountains and quiet hours of the road. That the driver
among the yellow flag flowers. managed at la t to turn the car,
The drive from \Vestport to .\chill under skilled advice, was a feat of
Sound and across the i land is rich Pll0tOJ heroism as well as of skill. But{Welch.
in beauty. Mountains and. rfl. and Cathedral Cli!flf, 11 chill. the more mountainous roads, beau-
bog, in all lights and colour, are tiEul fl.' they are, need caution.
given most lavishly to the traveller. Here in Achill
you see the traditioll,ll Ireland. Barefooted, dignified
women in shawl" and red petticoats, kerchief on head.
Here you see all the beauty of labour out of doors as
the.\' cut and foot the turf and carry it. You pass
donkeys "'ith their panniers bestridden by a boy
or by a woman sitting sideways. Or you se'J
t\yO "'omen treadin~ their blankets in tubs heating
on turf fireR. You feel in a little world remote and
friendly.
For the visitor there are several hotels. Dugort
ha two or threc. We preferred one close to a
Rtretch of sand, a lovely bathing place. Behind the
hotel lies Slievemore, a mountain that is not too hard.
a climb, and in front is Blacksod Bay, losing itself in
the Atlantic.
It is a wonderfully picture que pot, and the hotel
]4
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KILLEGAR AND ITS MEMORIALS.
By L. S. GOGAN,
The Old ChI/rc/I.
THE ancient church and cemeteryof Killegar is situated at thesouthern end of a long, grassy
ridge which dominates the verdant slopes
south of the Scalp (An cailp), the
imposing portal through which one
passes from Dublin into Wicklow. The
ridge, which is geologically a high-level
gra vel deposi ted by the Irish Sea ice,
overlooks the main road between the
Scalp and Enniskl'rry (.\th na 'cairbhe,
rocky ford), and is reached by taking
the first turn to the left after leaving the
former. This road leads up a stiff rise:
when the first lonoo level is reached a
sandpit and the rui~ed church beyond it
can be seen across the fields to the
left.
The situation \IUS
a delightful onc
for a church settle-
ment, looking over,
as it does, one of
the most pleasing
champaigns in Ire-
land, that sur-
rounding Bray and
Enniskerrv and
nestling . between
the r 0 m ant i c
heights of
W i c k low and
the more sob e r
highlands of Dub-
lin. As \\e ap-
proach the site we
find that the north-
ern end has been
eaten into in re-
cent times by sand
quarrier , while in
a depression at the
southern end, sur-
rounded by a mod-
ern battlemented
wall, replacing the
early earthen ram-
part not e d b y
O'Curry, we find
the ancient church Photol
and cemetery, the
latter of \I hich is
still used. On the
summit is a rin oo of boulders sugges-
ting a stone ci rc~ie, but actually, like
the ridge itself, deposited by the ice.
As it is at the northern end we find the
chief water-supply, a small mountain
tream, one wonders if this \I ere
not the first centre of occupa-
tion. The town land is named The
Monastery, perhaps from the fact
that certain of the lands in this
<listrict pertained to St. Mary's Abbey,
Dublin.
The ruined church, like those of Kil-
ternan (Cill Tighearmiin), Kilgobban (Cill
Gobain), and other churches along the
~me route, and originally in the old
dIocese of Dublin and Glenda!ough, pro-
bably owes its main lines to an architect
of the 12th or 13th century, although
Kilternan has some much older features.
In the churchyard are several old slabs
with strange i:lesigns that hwe puzzled
our antiquaries, but from their resem-
blance to the sundials or mass-clocks of
the .\nglo-Saxon epoch I take it that this
is what they are, the chief difference
being that tIle radiating lines are outside
in tead of inside the concentric circles.
They probably L-elonged to tlw original
settlement. The stock and cap of a high
cross are also said to be here, but I have
not noticed them (Crawford). ,\ nother
sI tb, not of the sundial class, is illus-
trated.
The name Killegar (kil-aygar) gOI'S back
Stone, lab.
to an Irish form, Cill Adhgair, the cell of
.\dhgar, a name which has been equated
to that of a \\' elsh saint (.\dgar), asso-
ciated with ~Iodhochu and ten others in
the Book of LIandaff; but as a form
Kilachegar occurs (Hogan: Onomasticon),
whi·h suggests an original Cill Achaidh
Adhgair and implies that the first names
was Achadh Adhgair, the Field of Adh-
gal', it is possible that Adhgar was the
name of a pre-Christian owner. It
may be compared to the name of
a founder of a Leinster p:ens called
the :\Ioccu Edagur (:\lal'a Eadhap:air).
If translatable, it may mean devoted
(adhgor).
The founder was doubtless the Lein ter
Saint Fionnbharr who is mentioned in
several works as connected with it, and
who is not to be confused with the evan-
geliser of Cork, who was a scion of one
of the royal septs of Leinster,. the DuI
:\Ieise Corb, which ruled most of "'ick-
low. The founder of this sept, Meas
Corb, was on of CU Corb and l\Ieadhbh
Leithdhearg, from whom also by another
wife, Eithne, granddaughter of Conaire
the Great, were descended the uf Briuin
Cualann, in whose territory Killegar is
situated, and which became afterwards
(J lth century) the territory of ~lac Giolla
2'locholm6g of the ur Dtll1chadha (a sept
of the same line possl'ssing lands nearer
Dublin), later still passing to the Norman
baron de Ridde~sford of Bray, and finally
(in the 13th cen-
tury) to Eustace
de Poer, fro m
WhOl~1 Powerscourt
takes its name.
Fionnbharr, we
learn further, was
a descendant of
Forannan (or Tor-),
son of Oschu, son
of Fothadh, and,
except for h is con-
nection with Kil-
legar, that is all wC
know about him.
With him, how·
ever, we rnav asso-
ciate the 1\;'0 iron
bel I s discovered
during the excava-
tions, the larger
between the clay
and sand 5 feet be-
low the surface on
the left as onc en-
ter the pit and
the smaller
one presumably in
the vicinity, \I here
they had been pro-
bably buried for
[~Iason. afety during some
A Gmve. Viking (or other)
raid as in the l'ase
of the bell of St.
~Iochaoi of ~endrum. The smaller bell
was broken before beinp: buried, and per-
haps afterwards also. It measures 7' by 6
by 3 i11(·hes. The larger bell, which, ex-
cept for part of the grooved handle, is
entire, measure 8t by 6t by 3<t inche .
Both arc made of two shaped iron plates,
riveted together and dipped in molten
bron~e, and have interior loops for the
clapper, which is missing in both cases.
They are of somewhat later date than
St. 'Patrick's bell (eirc. 450 \.I).) and
earlier than the brome bells, so that we
may assign them to the 6th or 7th cen-
tun".
The .and quarriers in the course of
their operations (1921-28) uncovered a
15
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great number of slab-lined gra\'cs-at
least forty, probably many more, in an
area roughly 12 by 20 yard in the north-
east sector of the ridge-top adjoining the
quarry entrance. They were bid out in
fairly evcn ro\IS, running N.S. and con-
sisted of pits 3 to 4 ft. deep lined with
slabs of mica schist, the bodies being
deposited with the feet to the east, in
accordance with Christian practice, and
another set of slabs superimposed, and
the whole covered in with soil. The di-
Bell found ut Killegul'.
mensions of the g-raves were about I ft.
by 2 ft. by 1 ft. One g-rave proved to be
empty, and a double-graye having- one set
of slabs in common was also discovered.
A similar cemetery was discovered a
few years ap:o on the Sutton isthmus,
THE Rock of ~Iuff is famous fo1'the faction fight, \\'hich \\'ere
n common occurrence here until
lwH a century ago. Kingscourt is
beautifully ,;ituated among luxu-
riant \yoods and yaried scener.".
From an eminencc nearb." a splen-
did view can be obtained over
se\'cral counties, terminating, if
the "'eather is fine, \\'ith DUIl-
dnlk Bay to the east. At Moy-
bolgue, a few miles away, is a
large l110at-'urrounded sepulchre,
the reputed resting-place of
Fiacha, King of Ireland, who died
about the year 56. Clannaphilip
and Teevurcher are places of his-
tori intere t also in this neighbour-
hood. Dean S,,'ift \\Tote part of his
also in sand quarrying; another has been
recently investig-ated at Rathlin I. (~fan,
XXIX., p. 100) by ~fr. Blake Whelan;
still another at ~fooretown, Co. ~Ieath,
was reported in 1916 by :Mr. Jo eph
Dolan, and II list of fifteen others will be
found in the Journal of the Royal His-
torical and Archa'Dlogical Society for
1879-1882. ,\, sing-le p:raye of the type
containing a bone apple- coop was un-
covered at Marlboro' Hall, Glasnevin,
some years ago (Jol. R.S.A.I., 4,5, p.
173. The cemetery at Nendrnm, Strang-
ford Loup:h, de cribed, is also in some
respect similar.
Few objects have come from the graves.
One is a spindle-whorl of sandstone of a
type found in the crannoga (island-
refuges)-probahly from a woman's g-rave;
also a perforated stone disc, and finally
fragments of an earthen vessel of a type
associated with the Northern souterrains
(underground refuge). The ve sel was of
tub form with a raised band of small pyra-
mids or nail-heads an inch Or so from the
rim. Examples are known from the coastal
sites of .\ntrim, and specimens have been
found in the ~Iona tery at Xendrum,
Strangford Lough. They are based on
wooden models and are probably cooking
pots or ovens. ~IIle. IIenri. of the St.
Germain :\fuseum, Pari , tells me that
\'essel of this type (from Eme, Bour-
gone, etc.) extend from the Bronze Age
to La Tine times (50 D.e.) in France.
CAVAN
(Continued from last issue.)
Gulliver's Travels" <It Quilca
House, ileal' Virginia, a beautiful
little town on the banks of Lough
Ramor, the ;:;ource of the Blac!,-
\\'llter. Thi" is the most f<lmous
beauty !-ipot in Can1l1, and, luckily
for visitor,.;, the Dublin-Cavan road
passes through Virginia. The
Marquess of Headfort lws a charm-
ing sellt near the wooded shore. of
this luke. ~\.bout four miles from
Virginia is Lough Sheelin, beloved
of antiquarians, sportsmen and
lovers of the pictur .;;que. The lake
i,.; over even miles long. Sir
\Yalter ,cott, in his enthusiasm
pa. sing Lough Sheelin, said there
was more romance around the
Breffni borders than in the whole
of cotland. On one of it, nume-
The Irish examples are doubtless later.
Those at Nendrum have been dated bv
Lawlor "up to the seventh Or eighth
century," and this may be accepted for
the present example.
We may take it therefore that our
KilleO'ar establishment flourished, ay,
between 600 and 900 A.D., serving in the
11th or 12th century and terminating its
career as a home of religion in the 16th
century, though still offering a lat shel-
ter to the descendants of the ancient
septs and their Scandinavian, l\orman
and English aggressors. To the first
periods may be assigned the graves and
Bell found at ]WZegal·.
the objects therefrom, the bells and the
decorated slabs, llnd to the latter the
church and later cemetery.
What is especially interesting about
KiIlegar archreologically is the creation
of a new link between our souterrains,
crannoga and early Christian settlements.
rous wooded i,.;lancls stands the
ruined Church of St. Bride, \\ hile
Ros Castle i. on it;; bank!-i. Longh
Sheelin, a few miles from Lough
Gowua, to which \I' previou ly re-
ferred, completes our Ul'vey of a
county full of varied interest. It
brings us to 11 short but ;;pecial
reference to the <\I1gling amenities,
of which it i: it elf the fine·t
centre.
Cavan li s almo t entirely within
th Ball'yshannon Fishery District,
an administrative division of the
Department of Fisherie. The !-ica-
son opens on the 1. t ~:rarc:h and
closes on the 30th of September.
'1'he principal fish are trout, pike
and perch. Lough Oughter holds
a few salmon.
SUMMER HOMES IN IRELAND.
Several Gentlemen's Residences for Sale. Apply-J. J. COLE, M.LA.A.,
Real Estate Agent,
Cloverhill, Co. Cavan.
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THE INISHOWEN PENINSULA, DONEGAL
Jlovillc Pier,
('rana Rirel', " COl' llllllcrana.
[1.T ..\,
is situated among t
very rugged hills. Carn-
donagh is the chief
marketing centre in
Inisho\Yen, and is an
important centre for
shirt-making, and is a
con\'enient place from
\yhieh to explore Malin
Head and village, 3~
miles a\I·ay. Malin
Head is a wcll-known
and conspicuous land-
mark to sailors. Some
of the best co"stal
scenery in Ireland is
situated here, and cliff
climbing on the steep,
rocky coast is ,1 favour-
ite pastime of visitors.
'fo the west of :Malin
Hend is ,1 projection-a mass of rocks-known a
HC'll';; Hole from the peculiar seething effect it has on
the incoming tide as it surge through the mUTO\l'
IHlss,lge between it and the mainland. _\ ma<Ynifi·
ccnt view of the Clonmany :'lountains and the ~oast
is obtainf\ble from he soulh
'llld ,,'est, Between Malin
and Glengad Head the cliff
se 'nery becomes po itively
majestic, rising up to SOil fc~ t
,1IJ<1\'e the ea.
From Carndonagh it is ,Ycll
worth while driving to Mol'. ile
and taking a bus back to D 'ITV
City. The distance from l'aJ'~­
donagh to Moville is 12 mil' ..
Moville is a very pleasnnt 1'0-
sort 0n 1., I11gh l<'oyle "l1rl n:1S
pleuty of accommodation, [t
is remarkably well situated
and it has beautiful surround-
ing . The ridges of th •
Squire's Cairn and Craig-
namaddy are at the back, and
it commands excellent vie\\·.~
of Benevenagh and Ke'Hh'
beyond Limavady. Ifhe Strc;,l~l
of shipping going up the FIl~'le
to Derr,\' gives an animated
appearance to the Lough. There
are several interesting ruins in
[LT.A. tho neighbourhood.
Up in the veryI orth of Ire-hmd there are
two large inlets of the
sea called Lough Foyle
and Lough Swilly. The
peninsula caused by
these inlets is called
Inishowen, and no bet-
ter place in Ireland
could be found in
\\'hich to spend a holi-
(1a~,. The peninsula is
well served by the rail-
way, which runs from
D rry Cih· in Northern
Ireland 'and Letter-
kenny in the Free
State to Carndonagh,
via Fahan and Bun- Photo]
crana and CIonman\'.
Bus services In'o\'ide" an easy me,lllS of visiting the
Lough Foyle side of the peninsula. .\. motorist \I·ill
find the roads quite <Yood. .\ssume \ye start on our
journey by train to C~wndonagh, the principal points
of interest are located at Fahan, BUllcrana nnd Clon-
many and Carndonagh itf;elf.
l':ahan i' a pretty little yillage
situated in a \\'ell wooded
vulley, and is situa ted on the
shores of Lou<Yh \lill\" it io • ,
a charming place for a quiet
seaside holiday. Buncrana
~anks amongst 'the best bath-
Ing places in Ireland, and
it too is situated on the
shores of Louah S\\'ill\'~he Lake of Shad~ws. The~'~
lS an interestin<Y relic of th,'
0 , 0Dohertys, the clan men of
Inishowen, in the form of tho
square keep of their castle.
'l'his is situated at the northern
end of the town. Buncrana
lS a very fine centre from
which to explore the Inisho\yen
Peninsula, with its wealth of
scenery, river.' and sea. ~lul­
roy Bay, n the oppo ite
shore of the lake, i worth a
vi it. There is a good golf
links and good hotel aCC01111'1'10-
Photo]
dation at Buncrana. Clonmnny
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~~The County of the Little Hills."
MONAGHAN
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By N.C.E.
Olcl Cross at Clones.
The Story of Monaghan.
T HE County of Monaghan is one of the countiesof "Clster still remaining in the Iri h FreeState, and from earliest times it has been
famous for its numerous hills and woods. 'The woods
have nearly disappeared, but the hills surround
numerous lakes which lend a touch of placid beauty
to the countryside and pro-
vide sport for angler and
fowler.
'The history of County
Monaghan is largely one of
strife and conflict. Before
the coming of the English
Monaghan formed part of
the district of Oriel, which
also included Louth and part
of Armagh. It wus generally
known as the MacMahoo
territory, on account of the
dominance of that powerful
ept. When the English
came to "Clster, De ourcey
formed at). alliance with one
of the Mac:'1ahons, but it
was of short duration. De
Lacy afterwards invaded his
territory and burned the
town and Abbey of :l\lonag-
han and erected a castle on
the ruins. Inva ion followed
invasion until the time of
Elizabeth, when the po\rer
of the chieftains was broken,
and "The MucMahon" was
executed.
Topography.
\Ve have remarked that PhotoJ
an important feature of
Monaghan is the number of its hills. The Slievebeagh
:'lountains form an uninterrupted ridge of high land
along the north-west of the county, separating it from
Tyrone. Visitors to Monaghan should not fail to
climb Cairnmore :'Iountain, from the summit of which
there i II wonderful view commanding the whole
county and parts of Armagh, Fermanagh, Cavan,
Leitrim, Dmvn, Tyrone, Louth and ~Ieath. Island-
studded Lough Erne and the other lakes of the dis-
trict can also be seen from Cairnmore. On the
summit of airnmore i~ a very remarkable lake, of
considerable size and very deep, from which there is no
apparent outlet. 'The waters of this lake are always
in a state of movement, and there is a very wide
strand. "\nother mountain from which there is an
excellent view is Bean-hu-une, near Crieve, towards
the south of the county. The waters from this moun-
tain flow on one side towards Dundalk and on the other
towards Ballyshannon. The
m 0 s t beautiful lake in
Monaghan is Lough Muck-
noo, near Castleblayney. It
is about three miles in length
and covers about 600 acres.
The lake contains man,r
beautifully wooded i land ,
and the scenery on its
shores rivals any in Ireland
for beauty. Glas Lough,
near the town of that name,
is another beautiful lake.
In all there are nearly 200
lakes in the county, many
of them beautiful, and all
of them charming; amongst
the chief are those of Emy,
Le sborough, Creeve, White
Lough and Lough Avean
(.\bh-ean) .
Chief Centres.
Monaghan is the chief
tmrn of the county and is
very old. 'The Four Mas-
ters record the plundering of
the Monastery of 10naghan
in 830 and again in 931.
'This monastery flourished
for about 200 years. In
[LT.A. 1462 Sir Phelim Mac:l\1ahon
founded a Franciscan Mon-
astery which continued until the abolition of the
:,lonasteries by the Engli h in the 16th century. Sir
Edward Blaney acquired land in the district about
the beginning of the 17th century. Lord Rossmore i
now the principal landowner in the cli trict. Ross-
more Park adjoins the town.
Clones.-From the tourist point of view Clone 1S
a very important centre. It is well situated on a hill,
and is an important agricultural and railway centre.
In very early Christian times Clones was an important
ecc1e iastical centre and the home of St. 'Tigernach,
18
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laiC
Hotel Accommodation.
All information con-
Monaghan can be had on appli-
Tourist .\ssociation, 0 'Connell
(LT.A.
sight. The Abbey appears to date horn the early
part of the 12th century, and there is a curious carvina
b
on the north "'all four feet above the ground. The
shrine facing the doorway deserves particular notice.
At Ini keen is an Abbey ruin and the stump of a
Round Tower and a Cross.
Angling and Shooting.
In nearly all the lakes in Monaghan there are trout,
perch and pi}re. From Castleblayney the lower waters
of the River Fane can be fished. In addition, the
number of lI'ildfo,,·l frequenting the lakes makes
the county particularly interesting to devotees of
the gun. Information
regarding the letting of
shooting in Co. Monag-
han can be had on appli-
cation to the Department
of Lands and "\griculture,
~lerrion Street, DuJblin,
but thc groater part of the
county can be fished and
shot over at will.
Golf Courses.
G 0 1 f c 0 U l' S e s in
~Ionaghan are situated at
Castleblayney, Carrickma-
cross, Clones, Dartr v
Monaghan and Rossmor~.'
(;erning hotel in Co.
cation to the Iri h
Street, Dublin.
Transport Service.
.'\. branch line of the Great Northern Railway runs
from Belfast through ::\Ionaghan and Clones to Ennis-
killen and Bllndoran; another branch connects Dun-
dalk ,yith Clones, through Castlebla.vney and Bally-
bay ,,,ith branch line to Cr:.rrickmacross. The bus
se1:;ices have also opened up the other di tricts of the
ounty.
Tourist Publicity in Cigarette Cards
'Ve haye received from Messrs. W. D. & H. O.
\Vills, tobacco manufacturer, of Dublin, a set of their
new cigarette cards, one of which will be found in each
packet of their cigarette. The cards represent in
colour ome famous Irish beauty spots, and on the
back of each card is a short description indicating the
principal a pects of the place depicted. The complete
et of cards number 25, and amongst the places shown
are :-'1'he Cliff of 1\1oher, Co. Clare; Bantry Bay,
Killarncy, and Powerscourt. Perhaps the best picture
of all is o. 5 in the series, representing Glengarriff,
Co. Cork.
Round Towel', rlones.Photo)
who died there in 548. In 1095 the Abbev was rebuilt,
but in the reign of Henry VIII. it ,ya; forcibly dis-
solved.
Carrickmacross.-This town is very prettily situ-
ated in the south of the counb' not far from the
Louth border. It is famous thr;~ghout the world on
account of its lace industry, which for delicate beauty
cannot be surpassed. South of Carrickmilcro s the
district becomes very rugged, especially towards
Kingscourt in Cavan.
Castleblayney, named after Sir E. Blayney, a
tuart Governor of fonaghan, i built on the shore
of Lakc ~lucknoo, to
which \re have already
referred. The cas t 1 e
grounds are open to the
pu~lic. Castleblayney is
all Important centre of the
flax industry.
Ballybay is situated in
~~e ~cntre of a very pretty
Istnct and was formerly
far-famed f01' its linen in-
dustries and b 1 e a c h
greens.
Emyvale, situated in
the north-east of the
county, in the are e n
~~ods of Truagh~ in the
. an MacKenna country,
~s a good centre for fish-
mg and shootina, and in no other locality are the
woods lOb'so we 1 preserved. Lough Emy, near y, IS <1
very charming lake and is famous for th number of
It~ Wildfowl, particularly swans. Wolfe Tone, "'ith
hlS captors, was halted for a niaht here in 1798 en
route to Dublin 0
Glaslough is a' small town near the beautiful home
?f t.he Leslie family, whose ca tle-Castle Leslie-
IS ~ltuated on the banks of the charming lake from
wh1~h ~he town gets its name.
AntIquIties of Monaghan.
~onaghan is important from the antiquarian's
pomt of viell', and Clones is the principal centre. At
Clon.es 'yas found a piece of Stone Age potter.~,
specImens of which are very rare in Ireland. ThIS
piece is of hemispherical shape and is now in the
Royal Irish Academy collection. On the outskirts of
Clones there is a rath with the usual high central
mound surrounded by steep, concentric earthworks.
There is also a Round Tower, which is rough and very
irregular on the outside but constructed of smooth
limestone within. The top portion has fallen. The
ancient cross is very intere ting, and consi ts of a
quadrangular base three feE't high ,,-ith a shaft of
eight feet divided into three panels. The carvings
depict scriptural subjects ,,'ith characteristic Celtic
interlacing. The ruined Abbey is another interesting
19
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HOTELS
Please your Guests!
u IRELAND OF THE WELCOMES"
By D. L. KELLEHER.
is the best and most interesting
Guide Book ever written about
Ireland.
It would be a happy thought
to present your Guests with a
Copy
Copies can be had from Irish Tourist
Association, 14/15 Lr. O'Connell St., Dublin.
PRICE 1/- NETT.
Septem,ber, 1929.
TICKETS
FOR ALL
LONDON THEATRES
By arrangement with Messrs.
ASHTON & MITCHELL
33 OLD BOND STREET
LONDON
PIGOTT & CO., LTD.
are now prepared to book
Seats for any London Theatre
and to issue Tickets for same
-
Full particulars sent free and Tlleatre Plans
may be inspected at our Booking O.ffice
112 GRAFTON STREET
DUBLIN
,STEAM_~JPS.-. RAILVVAYS - HOTEL.S -' EXPR.ESS.
TO AND FROM COBH DIRECT.
The only route which provides com-
plete steamships, trains and hotels
under one management throughout.
Through bookings to New Zealand
and Australia connecting with the
Canadian Australasian Line.
~ For safety of funds when travelling ~
~ carry Canadian Pacific Express it;
.L Travellers' Cheques. r;f~Q~ ~
...-; CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY ...,~l). 10 WeslboUloe Place, COBH. • ~
\S' ::(,0C~~~~ ",,~~~~
4)'"£ST TRAl'olSPO
~o
/
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g 'PHONES 5 290 -'-2. WIRES: "A'WSEMENTS. DUnLlN." ,~ The largest and most luxurious Restaurant in Ireland. i
t The PLAZA t
o 08 MIDDLE ABBEY STREET, DUBLI . 8~ 86 The epicure will find a social and artistic correctness g
g in our service--a stately grace of tea and dinnerware et~ that charmingly belies our moderate charges. 8
o ~
9 SPECIAL 6
• Everything at The Plaza is The Restaurant is open daily •g expressive of beauty and per- T H R EEC 0 U R S E from 12 noon until I a.m., ;~ fection-all cooking is unc1er L U N C H E 0 N and in addition to the daily ~
o the personal supervision of Table (I'Hote there is a 0i Expert French chefs. 2/6 magnificent a la Carte menn. ~
o 0I~ooo 0 •••0.000.0••00' .00.000.0••00.0••••••0 •••••0.0.0•••00 00••0 ••0 0 •••••••• 0000••0.000••0 ••••0 ••0··0'••0.0.000•••00.0.00··0· ••••00000•••0 oood
HAYES HOTEL, THURLES
get to the four corners
of the World
MOORE'S
OR IVE YOURSELF H I RE SERVICE.
WE HAVE TWO SEATERS. TOURERS AND SALOONS
FOR HIRE ON THE .. DRIVE YOURSELF" PRINCIPLE.
Any period from 12 Hours to 3 Months. • Rate. from :£1 17 6
Full Tariff on application to
ANDREW J. DOYLE. A.I.M.A.A••
FIAT, TRIUMPH AND BIANCHI AGENT,
51 SOUTH KING STREET. DUBLIN
'Phone 2721. (Ne.t Gaiety Theatre>. T'grams. .. Gears:'
HEWETT'S WE can supply Rolls-Royce, Daimler
TRAVEL
or
.AGENCY
other First Class cars for Sightseeing in
Dublin or Tours in Ireland.
(i;)
---
D' Olier .street. Our City Sightseeing Coach leaae. thi. Office eaery
Dublin morning at 10 a.m. Juring the Sea.5on
BURNS~LAIRD LINE.
THE DIRECT ROUTE
BETWEEN
SCOTLAND and IRELAND
BELFAST a~a ARDROSSAN (Royal Mail Route)
ala BROOMIELAW (Direct Service)
DUB LI N aia GLASGOW
aia GREENOCK
LONDONDERRY aia GLASGOW
a/a GREENOCK
ENGLAND and IRELAND
LONDONDERRY aia HEYSHAM
Through Booking between the ~~ The Company's Guide Book. TimePrincipal Stations in Scotland Table. and Fare List. may beor England and Ireland. obta.ined on application.
Pas~engers and rhei.r Luggage. Goods and Live Stock ca.rried
5ub,ecI to the conqltlons speCified In the Company's Sailing Bills
BURNS AND LAIRD LINES LIMITED
52 ROBERTSON STREET, GLASGOW. C.2.
9 DONEGALL PLACE, BELFAST.
16 WESTMORELAND STREET. DUBLIN.
PRINCE'S QUAY. LONDONDERRY
-
Central
Heating.
Garaae.
Telegrams: .. HAYES. THURLES"
OUR
Accommodation
for 100
Guests.
R.I.A.C. and A.A. APPOINTMENT
Four miles/rom HolycroJJ Ab~Y.
FULLY LICENSED
THE TRUNK HOUSE
7 Astonts Quay
DUBLIN
TRUNKS
Best Class and Superior
Travelling Goods
., AT ••
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Asparagus Onions Peas Celery Asparagus Leeks
in Branch
Splnnch French Beans
The Largest Packers of Canned Vegetables in the World
Sole Distributors for Irish Free State and Northern Ireland:
THE BELGICA HIBERNIA TRADING CO.,
PHONE: 4111 }TELE GRAMS: BEDROCK DUBLIN
22
7 Crow Street, Dublin
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION
Royal Hibernlan Hotel,
Dublin.
Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin.
Salthill Hotel, Monkstown, Dublin.
Jury'S Hotel, Dublin.Metropole Hotel, Cork.
Mongan's Hotel, Carna.
Gweedore Holel, Donegal.
Clydagh Holel, Greystones.
Bush Hotel, Carrick.on.Shannon.
View from Ross's Hotel
Dun Laoghaire. ' Standard Hotel, Dublin.
Great Northern Hotel. Bundoran.
Wynn's Hotel, Dublin.
• .-t'" --:--
-- -
.-i- ,
._ l~'
, r' I
I 1
Lounge, Grand Hotel, 811«0.
st. Ann'S Hill Hydro, Cork. Leenane Holel, Galway. Great Northern Hotel, Rostreyor.
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IRELAND'S LEADING HOTELS.
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS IN THIS SECTION OF " IRISH TRAVJ::L."
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Dublin.
Shelbollrne Hotel
Jury's Hotel
Royal Hibernian Hotel ...
Salthill Hotel, Mon7.stol(1n
Standard Hotel
Wynn's Hotel ...
Ro~s's Hotel, Dun Laoghail'e
Galway.
Leenane Hotel ...
Mongan's Hotel
26
28
26
PAGE
27
28
GalwaY-contd.
Cor-rib Hotel, Oughterard
Leitrim.
Bllsh Hotel, Carrirl.-on-Shannon ...
Rosslare.
Strand Hotel
Sligo.
Grand Hotel. See below.
Wicklow.
Clydagh Hotel, Greystones .
The Royal ITotel. Glendalot/yh .
The Gmnd Hotel, Gl·eystol1e.~ '"
For Great Southern Railways Hotels see back page of magazine.
Cork.
Metropole Hotel
St. Ann's Hill Hydro
Down.
Great Northern Hotel, Rostl'e'IJor
Donegal.
Rosapenna Hotel. See below.
Great Northern Hotel, Blllldoran
Gweedore Hotel
for
I:
II1
is the centre
touring the
DONEGAL
HIGHLANDS
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS
·'ROSAPENNA. CARRIGART."
Excellent roads, ample garage with modern service,
inspection pit, Resident Engineer, accessories.
IMPORTANT-Import your car by Londonderry-St. Johnstown
getting necessary papers stamped at BOTH places. The A.A.,
R.A.C., R.I.A.C. will arrange and advise.
Championship Golf Links designed by H. S. Colt;
Putting Course, Tennis, Sea-bathing and boating.
Bracing climate, Geology, History, Botany, An-
tiquity, ature unadorned. Salmon and Trout on
several loughs and rivers free to Residents. Sea
fishing. Exchange facilities: Travellers' cheques
and coupons on Banks, Agencies, etc., negotiated.
Accommodation for 120 guests. Private suites.
Private bathrooms.
.................................................................................................................. :
I : _ !
11 GRAND HOTEL, SLIGO
NEWLY DECORATED AND EQUIPPED
IN THE MOST UP - TO - DATE
STYLE
LOUNGE BAR - ELECTRIC LIGHT - MOTOR BUS
Visitors assured of the best Hotel comforts and attention
TELEGRAMS: "GRAND, SLIGO" PROPRIETOR: P. S. COONEY
-- -..: .
24
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&
COLLEGE
GREEN.
DUBLIN.
TELEPHOSE :-
DUNLAOGHAIRE
189/190
: .
ORCHESTRA
in
RESTAURANT
1 to 3
in
TEA LOUNGE
4 to 7
ON SUNDAYS
FIRST for
COMFORT
CUISINE and
SERVICE
iillllill!,,!!!!!!!!!!!I!!I! IIIIIIII!!!II 1IIIlfll"II!II!!I!!IIIII!! ,,!Ii!IIII~
I'SALTOTEL,
BLACKROCK. tI
TELEGRAMS :-
......................
LARGE
ROOMS for
BA QUETS
DINNERS.
MEETINGS.
Etc.
.................. - .
RESTAURANT OPEN
HOT AND COLD WATER
and
TELEPHONE IN BEDROOMS
Lift to all Floors
Hairdressing Saloon
A la carte and Table d'Hote Meals
Afternoon Teas a Speciality
f·N·EW·· ..AMER...CAN·:···BAR·....~~d·· ··OYSTER·..··SA'LOON·..
: in Basement.
; GRILL ROOM in Basement
; RESTAURANT-Ground Floor
; TEA LOUNGE-Ground Floor
; COFFEE ROOM-First Floor .
; NEW BANQUETING ROOM-First Floor:
...................................................................................................;
Telegrams: .. JURYS DUBLIN"
Telephone: No. 5511
J. W. MANN!NG.
Managing Director.
JURYIS HOTEL
RESTAURANT
, .
,Ii,iiliitliiilliiliitllilii!li'IIiill II'IIIIIII!!!'!
HOTEL
5023/4/5/387.
Moderate
Charges
TELEPHONE ;-
FIRST-CLASSPREMIER
11 HJAEl<NIA ,
DUBLIN. "
FACING THE BEAUTIFUL STEPHEN'S GREEN PARK.
Suites with Private Baths and Toilet
Rooms with hot and cold running water
THE
For Tariff
apply Manager
SHELBOURNE HOTEL
.................................
...........................................................•.........................
.............................................................
I~"::o..".~m _.._..-~~--
Five minutes drive from Kingstown Pier
SALTHILL HOTEL,ROYAL HIBERNIAN
HOTEL. MONKSTOWN, co. DUBLIN.
.....................................................................................................................
The most up-to-date First Class
: Hotel in Dublin. :
CENTRALLY
SITUATED
FRENCH
RESTAURANT
Standing in its own grounds within 10
minutes of Dublin by train. The
Premier First Class Seaside Hotel in
Ireland. Central Heating throughout.
Private Suites. Bedrooms with Bath-
room. Run in conjunction with and
under same Management as Royal
Hibernian Hotel. Meals interchangeable
. .
. .
.. :
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IRELAND'S LEADING HOTELS.
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS IN TillS SECTION OF " IRISH TRAVEL."
29
27
29
30
27
PAGP.
29
28
29
PAGF.
25
25
25
25
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26
27
Dublin.
Shelbourne Hotel
Jury's Hotel
Royal Hibernian Hotel ...
Salthill Hotel, Monl£stolPn
Standard Hotel
Wynn's Hotel ...
Ross's Hotel, Dun Laoghail'e
Galway.
Leenane Hotel ...
Mongan's Hotel
26
26
28
PAGE
27
28
Galway-contd.
Corrib Hotel, Oughterard
Leitrim.
Bush Hotel, Carricl£-on-ShamlOll ...
Rosslare.
Strand Hotel
Sligo.
Grand Hotel. See below.
Wicklow.
Clydagh Hotel, Greystones .
The Royal Hotel. Glendaloll.ryh .
The Gl'Und Hotel, Gl'eyMones '"
For Great Southern Railways Hotels see back page of magazine.
Cork.
Metropole Hotel
St. Ann's Hill Hydro
Down.
Great Northern Hotel, liostl'evor
Donegal.
Rosapenna Hotel. See below.
Great Northern Hotel, BUlldoran
Gweedore Hotel
! .
ROSAPENNA HOTEL, Co. Donegal,
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................•...........:
I:
, .1
I: .
lS the centre
for touring the
DONEGAL
HIGHLANDS
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS
·'ROSAPENNA. CARRTGART."
Excellent roads, ample garage with modern service,
inspection pit, Resident Engineer, accessories.
IMPORTANT-Import your car by Londonderry-St. Johnstown
getting necessary papers stamped at BOTH places. The A.A.,
R.A.C., RLA.C. will arrange and advise.
Championship Golf Links designed by H. S. Colt ;
Putting Course, Tennis, Sea-bathing and boating.
Bracing climate, Geology, History, Botany, An-
tiquity, Nature unadorned. Salmon and Trout on
several loughs and rivers free to Residents. Sea
fishing. Exchange facilities: Travellers' cheques
and coupons on Banks, Agencies, etc., negotiated.
Accommodation for I20 guests. Private suites.
Private bathrooms.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• eo •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~
GRAND HOTEL, SLIGO
NEWLY DECORATED AND EQUIPPED
IN THE MOST UP - TO - DATE
STYLE
LOUNGE BAR - ELECTRIC LIGHT - MOTOR BUS
Visitors assured of the best Hotel comforts and attention
TELEGRAMS: "GRAND, SLIGO" PROPRIETOR: P. S. COONEY
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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FACING THE BEAUTIFUL STEPHEN'S GREEN PARK.
THE PREMIER FIRST-CLASS HOTEL
SHELBOURNE HOTEL
&
Wliilli ""!iiiii!~
COLLEGE
GREEN.
DUBLIN.
in
!!!Ii!l!i!
RESTAURANT
1 to 3
in
TEA LOUNGE
4 to 7
FIRST for
COMFORT
CUISINE and
SERVICE
liillilll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
.........................
LARGE
ROOMS for
BANQUETS
DIN! ERS.
MEETINGS.
Ete.
...................................
f·N·Ew····AMERIcAN·:···BAR·.. ··~~d·· ··O·ySTER·····SA'LOON..
: in Basement.
: GRILL ROOM in Basement
: RESTAURANT-Ground Floor
: TEA LOUNGE-Ground Floor
: COFFEE ROOM-First Floor! NEW BANQUETING ROOM-First Floor
...................................................................................................
A la carte and Table d'Hote Meals
Afternoon Teas a Speciality
RESTAURANT OPEN ON SUNDAYS
HOT AND COLD WATER ..
and ORCHESTRA
TELEPHONE IN BEDROOMS
Lift to all Floors
Hairdressing Saloon
Telegrams: .. JURYS DUBLIN"
Telephone: No. 5511
J. W. MANNING.
Managing Director .
JURYIS HOTEL
RESTAURANT
!!i!iiliiilliflliill'lIIiililli'"iilli
Moderate
Charges
Suites with Private Baths and Toilet
Rooms with hot and cold running water
For Tariff
apply Manager
................................................
.........................................................•............
TELEPHOSE :-
Du NLAOGH A IRE
1 89/ 1 90
I. SALTOTEL,
BLACKROCK."
TELEGRAMS :-
; .
5023/4/5/387.
TELEPHONE :-
Cl H.REkNIA,
DUBLIN."
TELEGRAMS :-
.................................•..........: .
-
Five minutes drive from Kingstown Pier
SALTHILL HOTEL,ROYAL HIBERNIAN
HOTEL. MONKSTOWN,
CO. DUBLIN.
The most up-to-date First Class
: Hotel in Dublin.
CENTRALLY
SITUATED
FRENCH
RESTAURANT
Standing in its own grounds within 10
minutes of Dublin by train. The
Premier First Class Seaside Hotel in
Ireland. Central Heating throughout.
Private Suites. Bedrooms with Bath-
room. Run In conjunction with and
under same Management as Royal
Hibernian Hotel. Meals interchangeable
.....................................................................................................................
. .
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Wynn's Hotel
and Restaurant (Fully Licensed)
Lower Abbey Street, Dublin
Wires: U Wynn's Hotel, Dublin."
THE
STANDARD HOTEL,
HARCOURT STREET
",!iill!!!!!!!!!! iiililll''''!!!!!!!''!!!!Ii!!'''!!!!!!!
Phone 897 (5 lines).
"!i!Ii ' """t1i!1i !iil!! ""ill! i!!I!!lii1 11i1l!"iiiii"i1'
Completely rebuilt in 1926, is fitted and equipped
according to the latest ideas in hotel architecture, for
the greater comfort, convenience and safety of guests.
UNLICENSED.
The Most
Hotel 1n
Comfortable
Dublin.
100 ROOMS. HOT AND COLD WATER. 10 BATHROOMS.
ELECTRIC LIFT, CENTRAL HEATING, EXTERNAL
FIRE ESCAI'E.
RESTAURANT AND GRILL ROOM, COMMODIOUS
LOUNGE SPLENDID BEDROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, SEPARATE TABLES. COFFEE ROOM.
BAR
LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS - a la Carte and
Tahle d'Hote.
Noted for its exc.llent Cuisine and Wines
POPULAR TARIFF
I
Situated a few yards off main thoroughfare. enjoys complete I
immunity from traffic and stre.t noises at night time
Lift.
Central
Heating.
Free
Garage.
No Tips.
DUBLIN'S MOST CENTRAL
AND UP-Ta-DATE HOTEL
1i1I1ii1i!t!ii,ii!iIlli" """"'"11,," Ii",,,tllllii,,,,ii!ii!liili "Ii!tiii iiIi,,' ,,' ii!!!illi!ii!!"""iilliii""i1i1!ii!" it !il"rh
~ "i1' 'i1'i1" "ill! "!if", i lilt""!!! ! iiliiliilili'iil!ii'll! it"!!iI' !l!i!!ii'i!i!i!"""'''''''!iIiii!'i!i 'wmmmmnm !i!1!i!iiililliill""Iii!!ii!' !i11 i!lili i
Mountains
IRELAND
BUNDORAN
DONEGAL BAY, CO. DONEGAL
Western Seaboard, IRELAND
On open Atlantic
Warmed by the Gulf Stream
ROSTREVOR
Carlin~ford Bay, Mourne
CO. DOWN, NORTHERN
Equable Temperature
.. An Old English rillage set in a Noru'egiall Fjord"
(Owned and managed by Great Northern Railway, Ireland
ACCOMMODATION FOR 60 GUESTS
Golf Tennis HiU Climbing
Fly Fishing Motoring Grounds
BALLROO),!BATHS
NORTHERN HOTEL
PRIVATE LOCK-UPS
GREAT
G.\R.~GE
GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Own 18-hole Golf Course, Tennis, Splendid Fly
Fishing on Melvinand Erne, Enchanting Scenery
GARAGE SEPARATE LOCK-UPS SF-A AND FRESH WATER
BATHS) ORCHESTRA
(Owned and managed by Great Northern Railu·ay. Ireland)
ACCOMMODATION FOR 100 GUESTS
Tariff-Guide from Ruident Manageress Tariff-Guide from Resident j}Jana(Jeress
26
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FACING PIER cf HARBOUR
Finest unlicensed Hotel in Ireland
HOTEL METROPOLE
CORK.
COURTEOUS
SERVICE
BATHING TENNIS
MOTORI G
BOATING
GOLF
CUISINE
EXCELLENT
MODERATE RATES
DUN LAOGHAIRE
(Kingstown) Co. Dublin
Rossts Hotel, Ltd.,
Bus meets all trains
ELECTRIC ELEVATOR AND ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
Under personal direction of
MRS. COLDWELL,
Managing Director.
Free Garage for
30 cars.
Inclusive Terms
16/- a day.
TELEPHONE 195 AND 196.
TELEGRAMS: H ROSSOTEL, DUN LAOGHAIRE.'
.mmTiTiiiiriii""WIII!"lii!!i!I!"i!liliii"l!! IIIIll!lIIi!'! i '!I,,!!iWi!"jj ,lI
,,!ii il' Ill!!!!'!!!!! I
r .l.gram, :
I "Holel Melropole. Cork."
I~: , ", ..==" " "..".. "" .." " ,
Phone
800 (3 lines).
'II"i1' 'iil!!lI!1!ilTUITJIMman
Phont :-Rosslare No. 1.IVif'tS :_li Kelly, Strand."
STRAND HOTEL,
ROSSLARE
Conv~lllent to G:W.R. Steamers. Splendid Golf.
Tenn.ls (3 Hard Courts). Putting Greens. Billiards.
Bathmg and Dancing Excellent Cuisine and \Vines.
R.I.A.C. and A.A. appointments. Garage tree.
Petrol and Oils Stocked.
COME TO THE
BEFORE LEAVING IRELAND
..............................................................................................•....................:
( :
Hotel,
S T A J DIN G on 20 acres of beautiful
pleasure grounds with private path to the
South Beach. Garage for 8 cars, 3 Tennis
Courts. Croquet Lawn and Ballroom ar.e all
lree to residents. Separate Tables, Pnvate
Sitting Rooms, Children's Dining and Play
Room. Excellent Cuisine with abundant
supplies from cur own Gardens and Poultry
Farm. Invalid Cookery a Speciality. Elec-
tric Light. Modern Sanitation and Hot Water
S y s t em. Dances. Tennis Tournaments,
Bathing and Walking Parties. Pic-nics and
Motor Trips organised during the .Season.
Moderate Terms with Special Quotations for
Family and Organised Partie .
...............................................................................
Greystones, Co. Wicklow.
RI.A.C. and A.A. Appointments.
Fully Licensed.
Tariff and Booklet Post Free.
TELEPHONE GREYSTONES 34.
Clydagh
The Clydagh successfully combines the Country
House atmosphere with all the conveniences of a
Modern Hotel.
." .~ ........................ .. . . .-
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Wynnts Hotel
and Restaurant (Fully Licensed)
Lower Abbey Street, Dublin
THE
STANDARD HOTEL,
HARCOURT STREET
Pbone 897 (5 lines). Wires: H Wynn's Hotel, Dublin."
UNLICENSED.
The Most
Hotel In
Comfortable
Dublin.
Completel~ rebuilt in 1926,. is fitted and equipped
according to the latest ideas ID hotel architecture, for
the greater comfort, convenience and safety of guests.
100 ROOMS, HOT AND COLD WATER. 10 BATHROOMS,
ELECTRIC LIFT, CENTRAL HEATING, EXTERNAL
FIRE ESCAl'E.
RESTAURANT AND GRILL ROOM, COMMODIOUS
LOUNGE SPLENDID BEDROOMS. DINING
ROOMS SEPARATE TABLES, COFFEE ROOM,
, BAR
LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS - a la Carte and
Table d'Hote.
Noted for its e.cdlent Cuisine and Wines
POPULAR TARIFF
I
Situated a few yards off main thoroughfare, CftjoY.scomp~.tel
immunity from traffic and street noises at alght time
Lift.
Central
Heating.
Free
Garage.
No Tips.
DUBLIN'S MOST CENTRAL
AND UP-Ta-DATE HOTEL
ii fjjj!!i! 1I""""lIIiii!!!!!i!!"I!iI!! i!lii!i!!iI!!i!!iI"IIii1ii" till !if!!,,!!! I "'i!Ii""!i!I!!!!i! liii!!!!"i!!!!!i hi!!! !ih
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Mountains
IRELA D
BUNDORAN
DONEGAL BAY, CO. DONEGAL
Western Seaboard, IRELAND
On 'open Atlantic
Warmed by the Gulf Stream
ROSTREVOR
Carlingford Bay, Mourne
CO. DOWN, ORTHER
Equable Temperature
"An Old English T'illage set in a Norli'egian Fjord"
(Owned and managed by Great Northern Railwf17/, Ireland
ACCOMMODATION FOR 60 GUESTS
Golf Tennis Hill Climbing
Fly Fishing Motoring Grounds
BALLRoo:'ofBATHS
NORTHERN HOTEL
PRIVATE LOCK-UPS
GREAT
GARAGE
GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
ACCOMMODATION FOR 100 GUESTS
Own 18-bole Golf Course, Tennis, Splendid Fly
Fishing on Melvinand Erne, Enchanting Scenery
GARAGE. SEPARATE LOCK-UPS SRA AND FRESH WATER
BATHS, ORCHESTRA
(Owned and managed by Great Northern Railu'ay, Ireland)
Tariff-Guide from Ruident lJ1anageress Tariff-Guide from Resident jlJanageress
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FACING PIER cf HARBOUR
Finest unlicensed Hotel in Ireland
HOTEL METROPOLE
CORK.
COURTEOUS
SERVICE
BATHING TENNIS
MOTORING
BOATING
GOLF
CUISINE
EXCELLENT
MODERATE RATES
Rossts Hotel, Ltd.,
DUN LAOGHAIRE
(Kingstown) Co. Dublin
Bus meets all trains
ELECTRIC ELEVATOR AND ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
Under personal direction of
MRS. COLDWELL,
Managing Director.
Free Garage for
30 cars.
Inclusive Terms
16/- a day.
TELEPHONE 195 AND 196.
TELEGRAMS: " ROSSOTEL, DUN LAOGHAIRE.'
I"!!"I"'I''''''''''!!'!!!!!!'!!' !!I!IJl1TTITTT!Tnqn
I
Telegrams: PhoneI .. Hotel Metropole. Cork." 800 {3 linesi,
IW:, , , 1111 II11"1111rrn'T!!Tl1ITTT!!TJ""11"11" 11""11" 11111111
"
1111'
"lilt!!!!"!!' 11 i1'''''''''''' °',,11" ii"""i!iiilil'iillii!!iii!ii
:.mrrnfujj1jijjiiilliliiiililiiliiilii ililll!I!!!
-
........................
................... .
: .
Greystones, Co. Wicklow.
S TAN DIN G on 20 acres of beautiful
pleasure grounds with private path to the
South Beach. Garage for 8 cars, 3 Tennis
Courts. Croquet Lawn and Ballroom a~e all
lree to residents. Separate Tables, Pnvat~
Sitting Rooms, Children's Dining and Play
Room. Excellent Cuisine with abundant
supplies from cur own Gardens and Poultry
Farm. Invalid Cookery a Speciality. Elec-
tric Light, Modern Sanitation and Hot Water
S y s t em. Dances, Tennis Tournaments,
Bathing and Walking Parties. Pic-nics and
Motor Trips organised during the. Season.
Moderate Terms with Special QuotatIOns for
Family and Organised Parties.
RtA.C. and A.A. Appointments.
Fully Licensed.
Tariff and Booklet Post Free.
TELEPHONE GREYSTONES 34.
The Clydagh successfully combines the Country
House atmosphere with all the conveniences of a
Modern Hotel.
.............................................................................:
Phont :-Rosslare No. 1.lV~"es :-" Kelly, Strand."
STRAND HOTEL,
ROSSLARE
Conv~ll1ent to G.W.R. Steamers. Splendid Golf.
Tenn.ls (3 Hard Courts). Putting Greens. Billiards.
Bathmg and Dancmg Excellent Cuisine and Wines.
R.I.A.C. and A.A. appointments. Garage Jree.
Petrol and O,ls Stocked.
COME TO THE
BEFORE LEAVING IRELAND
................................................................................................................:
Hotel,Clydagh
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GWEEDORE HOTEL,
Septernbe1', 1929.
application to :-
W. H. HUNT,
Proprietor.
co. DONEGAL.
'[
HIS Hotel is surrounded by some of the best scenery
in the County. It stands in its own grounds, has
its own farm and gardens. Visitors are assured of
an abundance of vegetables, milk, eggs, etc. Free salmon
and trout (white and brown) fishing. Skilled Motor
Mechanics are on the premises. Petrol, Oils and Tyres
in Stock. Golf 4 miles.
Tariff and further particulars upon
KILLARY BAY.
CONNEMARA
Leenane Hotel
The Hotel overlooks Killary
Bay and is in the centre
of the finest Connemara
Scenery. Garages, Motors for
Hire. Good Salmon and
Trout Angling. Sea Fishing.
Grouse Moor.
Best Route-Dublin, Athlone, Galway,Leenane
ST. ANN'S HYDRO
BLARNEY
NEAR CORK
Comfortable up-to-date Hotel.
A.A. R.I.A.C.
Fully equipped Baths under super-
vision of Resident Medical Officer
7 miles from Cork. I· mile from Muskerry
Golf Course, 18 Holes. Tennis. Weekly
Terms from 4 Guineas. Electric Light. Free
Garage. Excellent Cuisine.
RAILWAY STATION:
MA AM CROSS.
TELEGRAMS:
u McKEOWN, LEENANE. 1t
!!""PiIi! """!!Ill'" iiWi!liil'lil!ii' """i{1 'iiiiliii""" "",,,!ill! "jj"i!liil!i ,,' ",,,,,,,,,,J
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CARNA,
CO. GALWAY.
HOTEL CORRIB
LATE RAILWAY HOTEL,
OUGHTERARD
Mongants Hotel
First class Fishing and
Shooting. Thousands of
acres of rough shooting.
Mountain, River, Lake
and Sea. Free Garage.
Just completed renovation and enlarge-
ment. Most Modern Equipped Hotel
in the West. Now 3 story with running
water in all rooms. Electric Light.
Latest Sanitation. Lough Corrib, quite
close to Hotel, is the best free fishing
in Ireland. Last year's record for
anglers from this Hotel for one day
(13 boats) 197 trout weighing 230lbs•
Garage. Golf Links.
E. A. SWEENEY,
Proprzetor.
TELEGRA~IS :-
•• SWEENEY, HOTEL. OUGHTERARO 11
]. W. MONGAN, Proprietor.
fiiiiiii",,,,,,
!I!!!!!!" "!i"lill"""""""",,,,1 II"II"!I"I!PII',,II
...; :
GLENDALOUGH CARRICK - ON - SHANNON
Fully Licensed
Appointed by A.A. and R.I.A.C.
co. WICKLOW
BUSH HOTEL
The Royal Hotel
A Model Hotel in the midst of
the Wicklow Mountains close to
Seven Churches and St. Kevin's Bed
Convenient Stop for Motorists
from Dublin to Donegal, Sligo,
Mayo. Belfast to Mayo,
Galway and the South
TELEPHONE 14.
ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT M. E. McDERMOTT, - - PROPRIETRESS
.....................................................................................................
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GWEEDORE HOTEL,
application to :-
W. H. HUNT,
Proprietor.
n
co. DONEGAL.
'[
HIS Hotel is surrounded by some of the best scenery
in the County. It stands in its own grounds, has
its own farm and gardens. Visitors are assured of
an abundance of vegetables, milk, eggs, etc. Free salmon
and trout (white and brown) fishing. Skilled Motor
Mechanics are on the premises. Petrol, Oils and Tyres
in Stock. Golf 4 miles.
Tariff and further particulars upon
KILLARY BAY.
CONNEMARA
Leenane Hotel
The Hotel overlooks Killary
Bay and is in the centre
of the finest Connemara
Scenery. Garages, Motors for
Hire. Good Salmon and
Trout Angling. Sea Fishing.
Grouse Moor.
Best Route-Dublin, Athlone, Galway,Leenane
ST. ANN'S HYDRO
BLARNEY
NEAR CORK
Comfortable up-ta-date Hotel.
A.A. R.I.A.C.
Fully equipped Baths under super-
vision of Resident Medical Officer
7 miles from Cork. I· mile from Muskerry
Golf Course, 18 Holes. Tennis. Weekly
Terms from 4 Guineas. Electric Light. Free
Garage. Excellent Cuisine.
TELEGRAMS:
U McKEOWN, LEENANE."
RA1LWAV STATION:
MAAMCROSS.
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CARNA,
CO. GALWAY.
HOTEL CORRIB
LATE RAILWAY HOTEL,
OUGHTERARD
First class Fishing and
Shooting. Thousands of
acres of rough shooting.
Mountain, River, Lake
and Sea. Free Garage.
Mongan's Hotel Just completed renovation and enlarge-ment. Most Modern Equipped Hotel
in the West. Now 3 story with running
water in all rooms. Electric Light.
Latest Sanitation. Lough Corrib, quite
close to Hotel, is the best free fishing
in Ireland. Last year's record for
anglers from this Hotel for one day
(13 boats) 197 trout weighing 230lbs.
Garage. Golf Links.
E. A. SWEENEY,
Proprzetor.
TELEGRAMS :-
•• SWEENF.Y. HOTEL. OUGHTERARD 11
]. W. MONGAN, Proprietor.
!l!!!IIi!i!!i i!" !I' !I !!ill! !I!'IIii,,,,,!ill iIIi'" i!1!ii""tli" 'iiililii'i1iiil!ili!!!!ii!!it!ii"'" IIi!!! "", """l!iirmJ
......................................................················································1
TELEPHONE 14.
Fully Licensed
HOTEL
Convenient Stop for Motorists
from Dublin to Donegal, Sligo,
Mayo. Belfast to Mayo,
Galway and the South
Appointed by A.A. and R.I.A.C.
BUSH
CARRICK - ON - SHANNON
M. E. McDERMOTT, - - PROPRIETRESSELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT
A Model Hotel in the midst of
the Wicklow Mountains close to
Seven Churches and St. Kevin's Bed
GLENDALOUGH
CO. WICKLOW
The Royal Hotel
..........................................................................................
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•
BEAUTIFULLY SITUATED
FACING THE SEA
The Grand Hotel
Bonne Bouche
Restaurant
51 Dawson Street
=== Dublin ===
OPEN 9.30 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
SPECIAL FEATURES:-
2 '- BUSINESS MAN'S LUNCH Ij- AFTERNOON TEA
2/- SUPPER. Grills available all day.
OUTSIDE CATERING: BALLS, WEDDING BREAKFASTS,
WEDDING CAKES, ETC.
Programme of popular music rendered throughout
the day by the latest Marconi Public Address
Amplifier.
BONNE BOUCHE FANTAISIES
in connection with above.
Special display of Irish Knitted Jumper Suits, etc.
Lock up
Garages
GREYSTONES
CO. WICKLOW
Tennis and
Two Golf Lifnks
; , ~
Phone Dublin 3644.
Head Office :-8 UPPER O'CONNELL STREET, DUBLIN
FUREY'S MOTOR TOURS
A VISIT WILL BE APPRECIATED
CATALOGUES FREE.
HELYS
Three years ago Hardy Bros. (Alnwick) ap-
pointed us their agents and discontinued
their annual exhibition in one of the leading
Dublin hotels.
Since the:'! we have represented them with
much satisfaction to Irish anglers (and visitors)
and, we think, with credit to ourselves.
Our Fishing Tackle Dept. is now the ren-
dezvous of nearly all Salmon and Trout
anglers.
The stock carried, in both variety and quality,
has never been approached in this country.
In addition to Hardy's goods, we have a fine
range of Rods, Reels, Lines, Flies, etc., to
suit those requiring thoroughly reliable
goods at lower prices.
THE BEST WAY TO SEE IRELAND.
"WE LEAD. OTHERS MAY FOLLOIV."
Daily Tours. Half-day Sight Seeing Tours and Weekly Tours
by All-weather Coaches.
COII.tractors to
All the principal Tourist Agents and Shipping Companies
throughout the world, including Thos. Cook & Son, Ltd.,
and The American Express.DUBLIN.DAME STREET,
30
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.. Baby Cine n Movies cost a8 little and are 88 easy to nloke 8S
snapshots-but they are much more {asclostinll. We shall be
happy to demonstrate the of Baby Cine" to you. I~ists free.
Price from £4-0-0.
From all Recognised Photo Dealers. or
FOR THE HUNTING SEASON
Co. MEATH. Furnished house with six loose boxes,
four stalls, groom's room. Rent £25 per month.
KILKENNY. In the centre of the Waterford and
Kilkenny Hunt. Furnished house, eight bedrooms,
dressingrooms, two bathrooms. Stabling for eight
horses, garden. Rent 6 guineas per week.
Co. GALWAY. Castellated residence, electric light,
fishing, shooting. Rent £500 per annum.
Co. DUBLIN. Hunting six days a week. Meath,
Kildare and Ward Hounds. Historic residence,
electric light, central hea~ng. Rent £60 per month.
Full particulars of the abov ~ and of other desirable
Sporting residences for letting or sale on application
to
JAMES H. NORTH & Co.
HOUSE AND ESTATE AGENTS T. H.
Have you
tried lnaking
"Movies"
The simplest and least
expensive way is with
the
MASON
Established a century. Telegrams: North Dublin
1 1 0 GRAFTON STREET OPTICIAN (Establi bed 1780)5 and 6 Dame Street (near the Castle), Dublin
ST RI:-; G BAN D daily from 4.30 to 10 p.m.
Also at Esplanade, Bray, Co. Wicklow
The Broadway
Soda Fountain
Limited
8 LOWER
O'CONNELL
STREET
DUBLIN
Most Central
and Up-ta-date
Soda Fountain,
Tea Room and
Restaurant in
Ireland
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THE TALBOT PRESS
announces
THE GLAMOUR SERIES
Illuminating the. higbwa~5 and by.-ways 01 Ireland with Bashes of
Wit, humour and ImaglDatlOD. VIvid and graphic to the last degree
the volumes of THE GLAMOUR SERIES eall up for the reader as
no formal history or travel book can do, the spirit of the real Irel~nd
of to-day and yesterday-her chequered story, the lure of her land-
scape, the a<;;.pi.rations of her poets ~nd patriots, and the indefinable
charm of a hVlDg present that has Its roots deep in the remote past,
The Glamour of Dublin
By D. L. KELLEHER.
With eight. e~chings by Estelle Solomolls, containing no less than
fifty.sever;t Inumatt: cameos of o~d and new Dublin, with eight perfe.:'t
reproductIOns of MI:iS Solomons work.
Demy Byo, cloth extra. 3/6.
The Glamour of the West
By D. L. KELLEHER.
Crown Bve, cloth. 2/6
The Glamour of Belfast
By H. A. MAcCARTAN
Small Bvo. 2!6
The Glamour of Limerick
By A. ]. O'HALLORAN.
Crown 8Yo, cloth. 2/6
Complete Catalogue of Books about Ireland free on applkation.
THE TALBOT PRESS, LTD.,
Talbot Street Dublin
AND ALL BOOKSELLERS
.)
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HOTELS ..&:...T
Phone 51520.
HOTEL and
RESTAURANTJURY'SDUBLIN:COLLEGE GREEN
GRILL ROOM. COFFEE ROOM.
RESTAURANT. TEA LOUNGE.
AMERICAN BAR and OYSTER SALOON.
Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Bedroom.
'Phone No. 5511. Telegrams: .. Jury's Dublin.'
HOTEL PELLETIER
21-22 HARCOURT ST.. DUBLIN
VERY CENTRAL POSITION. GARAGE.
TERMS MODERATE.
M. PELLETIER.
Proprietress.
HOTEL
(A
IVANHOE HARCOURT ST.
- DUBLIN -
feU) doors /r'om StepAen' s Green.)
The Press says:
"The most comfortable and highly recommended unlicensed Hotel in Dublin."
1I0T AJllD COLD WATER IN EVERY BEDROOM.
Telegrams: TelepAorte:
"Satisfied. Dublin." Garage. Visitors 51126. Office 51461.
You will find the
ROYAL GEORGE HOTEL, LIMERICK
A comfortable and convenient stopping·place when visiting the
SHANNON ELECTRIFICAnON SCHEME
and neighbouring places of interest.
'PHONE: LUJERICK 74. TELBGRAMS:" GEORGE HOTEL, LUIERICK."
MISS OWENS. Proprietreas.
Telephone No. 2438. Telegrams-" Union Hotel," Belfast
Family and Commercial,
DONEGALL SQUARE SOUTH.
HOTEL LENEHAN
25 HARCOURT STREET. DUBLIN.
Te!. 52043. C. LENEHAN, Proprietress.
(Lal. SI. Lawr.nc. Holel. Howlh.)
Excellent Cuisine. Centrally Situated. Convenient to Principal
Theatres. Wedding Parties specially catered for.
Trams and Buses pass door.
BELFAST. UNION HOTEL,
WESTBROOK HOTEL
PARNELL SQUARE, EAST, DUBLIN
TERMS MODERATE
ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT
Mm DOWNES. Propri.lr....
Telegrams "Weslbrook HOlel, Dublin." Phone: 2288.
CLIFF CASTLE HOTEL. DALKEY.
co. DUBLIN.
Ideally situated. overlooking Dublin Bay. Mild Winter
Resort. 7 minutes from Dun Laoghaire (Kingstown)
Pier. 20 minutes rail to City.
Very Moderate Tariff. Excellent Cuisine. Every Home Comfort.
Phone Dalkey 88
THE HOTEL ELLIOTT
Harcourt Street. Dublin
Comfortable and Convenient. Under the
personal supervision of the Proprietress.
Trams pass the Hofel.
Telephone 51510.
Under entirely New Manallement from 1st January. 1926.
Dublin. NORTH STAR HOTEL op~~~,:;\.sl~~~~;'au.
Fully Licensed. 50 Bedrooms. Most Central Position.
COMFORT RESTAURANT T I hLEANLINESS COFFEE ROOM e ep oneIVILITY SMOKING LOUNGE 2110
A LA CARTE aDd TABLE d'HOTE MEALS. RESTAURANT OPEN ON SUNDAYS
For Tariff, apply Manaller. Telegrams: "NORSTAR. DUBLIN."
Phone 2134.
BELVEDERE HOTEL
1 North Gt. George's Street, Dublin
Central Position, 2 Minutes from O'Connell Street.
ELECTRIC LIGHT. HOT and COLD BATHS.
Terms Moderat.. Propri.tor, E. HACKETT.
GOLF LINKS HOTEL. LAHINCH, CO. CLARE.
BeautiFully situated on a CliFF overlooking the Sea and the famous Golf Links.
Noted for its excellent catering. 84 Bedrooms facing the Sea. Hot and
Cold Sea and Fresh Water Baths. GolF. Tennis, Bathing. Fishing.
Garages: Motors for Hire.
EDMUND O'DWYER, Proprietor.
TelephoDe Lahinch 3.
WINDSORTHE HOTEL MacDERMOTT
33 Harcourt Street, Dublin
Bright Comfortable Rooms. Best Cuisine and Wines.
Courteous Service. Moderate charges.
Convenient to all places of interest.
Telephones: 52013-51577. W"es: "Exclusive, Dublin.' '
HOTEL WESTLAND ROW
- DUBLIN -
Convenient to Boat Trains for Cross Channel
Visitors. Comfortable and moderate and
personally supervised. Garage.
Tel. 'Dublin 62939.
Telephone 62169.
PRIVATE HOTEL
38 Lower Leeson Street, Dublin
No. 11 Tram Car Passes Door.
Separate Tables. Electric Light Throughout.
Mrs. M. J. O'BRIEN. Proprietress. We represent all the principal Rail, Steamship and Air Companies
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The Mourne District
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55 BELFAST 55
•• ••
:: Via LIVERPOOL ::
•• ••
:: by the" Ulster It Motor Ships ::
•• ••
:: Euston Depart. *5..55 p.m. ::
:: Nightly (Sundays Excepted) ::
•• ••
•• ••
•• ••
55 DUBLIN ii
•• ••
:: Via LIVERPOOL ::
•• ••
:: Euston Depart .. *5..55 p.m. ::
•• ••:: Nightly (Sundays Excepted) ::
:: *Restaurant Boat Express. ::
:: Through Bookings and Connections ::
:: from and to Principal Stations ::
•• ••
•• ••
•• •••• For Sleeping Berths and Tickets apply:- ••
•• ••
•• ••:: British (1 Irish ::
•• ••
•• ••55 Travel Aoency 55
•• If ••
•• ••:: LONDON ::
•• ••
:: AMERICA HOUSE, COCKSPUR STREET, S.W.1 ::
•• ••
•• 'PhoDe Cerrard 5733. Tell... Comfylhipl. W..traDd." ••
•• ••
•• ••
•• ••
•• BRANCHES: ••
•• ••
:: BRISTOL .........30 BaldwiD Street Tele. 6840::
•• ••
•• BIRMINGHAM... 43 Temple Row Tele. Cent. 3786 ••
:: MANCHESTER 46 Cross Street Tele. Cent. 2362 ::
•• ••:: LEEDS 23 Park Row Tele. 21180::
:: UVERPOOL 19 Castle Street Tele. Bank 37Z1 ::
•• ••
•• ••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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11th, WlInlllUlll!gJ
"
General M onager
"
J. B. STEPHENS,
I uu
HOTELS
Owned and Managed by the Company at I
BUNDORAN and ROSTREVOR.
PORTRUSH
(Invigorating Health and Golfing
Resort).
ENNISKILLEN
(for Lough Erne),
WARRENPOINT
ROSTREVOR
NEWCASTLE
BUNDORAN
(F H Ith d P leasureamous ea an
Resort»)
ROSAPENNA.
PORTSALON
(Donegal Highlands sit.uated
amidst the finest Scenery In the
country),
DROGHEDA
(The Picturesque Boyne Valley).
THE LINE FOR HOLIDAYS
NORTH'&? NORTH·WEST IRELAND
'1IIflllltlUIIUIIU11IUlIIIlUIII1UIIUUII1111IIUIIIlI1lIUJlUUIIIU1IIIIIIllIIUUIUJIUllUUI
It reaches the best Golfing,
Angling, Boating, etc., Resorts.
Great Northern Railway
(IRELAND)
DUBLIN, 1929.
The Company's Guides can be obtained from ~he Traffic
Manager. Belfast, or District Superintendent, AmIens Street
Station, Dublin.
I RI S H TRAYEL. September, 1929.
..:0:...
T HOTELS ....&:...T
Phone 5J520.
HOTEL and
RESTAURANTJURY'SDUBLIN:COLLEGE GREEN
GRILL ROOM. COFFEE ROOM.
RESTAURANT. TEA LOUNGE.
AMERICAN BAR and OYSTER SALOON.
Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Bedroom.
'Phone No. 5511. Telegrams: "Jury's Dublin.'
HOTEL PELLETIER
21-22 HARCOURT ST., DUBLIN
VERY CE 'TRAL POSITION. GARAGE.
TERMS MODERATE.
M. PELLETIER.
Proprietress.
HOTEL
(A
IVANHOE HARCOURT ST.
- DUBLIN -
le", doors !fom Stephen's Green.)
The Press says:
"The most eomlortable and highly recommended unlicensed Hotel in Dublin."
!lOT AND COLD WATER IN EVERY BEDROOM.
Telegrams: Telepho'1£:
"Satisfied, Dublin." Garage. Visitors 51126. Olfice 51461.
You will find the
ROYAL GEORGE HOTEL, LIMERICK
A comfortable and convenient stopping-place when visiting the
SHANNON ELECTRIFICAnON SCHEME
and neighbouring places of interest.
'PHONE: LIMERICK 74. TELEGRAMS: H GEORGE HOTEL, LIMERICK."
MISS OWENS, Proprietress.
Telephone No. 2438. Telegrams-" Union Hotel," Belfast
Family and Commercial,
DONEGALL SQUARE SOUTH.
HOTEL LENEHAN
25 HARCOURT STREET. DUBLIN.
Te!. 52043. C. LENEHAN, Proprietress.
(Lot. 5/. Lawr.nce Hat.l. How/h.)
Excellent Cuisine. Centrally Situated. Convenient to Principal
Theatres. Wedding Parties specially catered for.
Trams and Buses pass door.
BELFAST. UNION HOTEL,
WESTBROOK HOTEL
PARNELL SQUARE, EAST, DUBLIN
TERMS MODERATE
ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOlJT
M'$! DOWNE5. Propri.tr....
Telegrams "Weslbrook HOlel, Dublin." Phone: 2288.
CLIFF CASTLE HOTEL, DALKEY,
co. DUBLIN.
Ideally situated, overlooking Dublin Bay. Mild Winter
Resort. 7 minutes from Dun Laoghaire (Kingstown)
Pier. 20 minutes rail to City.
Very Moderate Tariff. Excellent Cuisine. Every Home Comfort.
Phone Dalkey 88
THE HOTEL ELLIOTT
Harcourt Street. Dublin
Comfortable and Convenient. Under the
personal supervision of the Proprietress.
Tram'J pass the Ho/el.
Telephone 51510.
Under entirely New Manallement from 1st January. 1926.
Dublin. NORTH STAR HOTEL OP:i~~~Vil~~~!;'DUS
Fully Licensed. 50 Bedrooms. Most Central Position.
COMFORT RESTAURANT T I hLEANLlNESS COFFEE ROOM e ep oneIVILITY SMOKING LOUNGE 2110
A LA CARTE 'Dd TABLE d'nOTE MEALS. RESTAURANT OPEN ON SUNDAYS
For Tariff. apply Manaller. Telegrams: "NORSTAR, DUBLIN."
Phone 2134.
BELVEDERE HOTEL
I North Gt. George's Street, Dublin
Central Position, 2 Minules from O'Connell Streel.
ELECTRIC LIGHT. HOT and COLD BATHS.
Terms Mod.rate. Proprietor, E. HACKETT.
GOLF LINKS HOTEL, LAHINCH, CO. CLARE.
BeautiFully situated on a Cliff overlooking the Sea and the famous Golf Links.
Noted For its excellent catering. 84 Bedrooms facing the Sea. Hot and
Cold Sea and Fresh Water Baths. Golf. Tennis. Bathing, Fishing.
Carages: Motors for Hire.
EOMUNO O'OWYER, Proprietor.
Teleph.De LobiDch 3.
Convenient to Boat Trains for Cross Channel
Visitors. Comfortable and moderate and
personally supervised. Garage.
Tel. 'Dublin 62939.
THE HOTEL MacDERMOTT
33 Harcourt Street, Dublin
Bright Comfortable Rooms. Best Cuisine and Wines,
Courteous Service. Moderate charges.
Convenient to all places of interest.
Telephones: 52013.51577. Wires: "Exclusive, Dublin.' '
WINDSOR HOTEL WESTLAND ROW
- DUBLIN -
Telephone 62169.
PRIVATE HOTEL
38 Lower Leeson Street, Dublin
No. 11 Tram Car Passes Door.
Separate Tables. Electric Light Throughout.
Mrs. M. J. O'BRIEN, Proprielress. We represent all the principal Rail, Steamship and Air Companies
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55 BELFAST 55
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:: Via LIVERPOOL ::
•• ••
:: by the" Ulster" Motor Ships ::
•• ••
:: EustOD Depart .. *5..55 p.m. ::
:: Nightly (Sundays Excepted) ::
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55 DUBLIN 55
•• ••
:: Via LIVERPOOL ::
•• ••
:: EustOD Depart .. *5..55 p.m. ::
•• ••
:: Nightly (Sundays Excepted) ::
:: *Restaurant Boat Express. ::
:: Through Bookings and Connections ::
:: from and to Principal Stations ::
•• ••
•• ••
•• •••• For Sleeping Berths and Tickets apply:- ••
•• ••
•• ••:: British l!I Irish ::
•• ••
•• ••55 Travel Agency 55
•• !J ••
•• ••
:: LONDON ::
•• ••
:: AMERICA HOUSE. COCKSPUR STREET, S.W.l ::
•• ••
•• 'Pboae Cenard 5733. Tela... COmfyWPI. Weatraad," ••
•• ••
•• ••
•• ••
•• BRANCHES: ••
•• ••
:: BRISTOL 30 BaldwiD Street Tele. 6840::
•• ••
•• BIRMINGHAM...43 Temple Row Tele. Cent. 3786 ••
:: MANCHESTER 46 Cross Street Tele. Cent. 2362 ::
•• ••:: LEEDS 23 Park Row Tele. 21180::
:: UVERPOOL 19 Castle Street Tele. Bank 37Z1 ::
•• ••
•• ••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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J. B. STEPHENS,
General M onater
"lid"'''''
PORTRUSH
(Invigorating Health and Golfing
Resort).
ENNISKILLEN
(for Lough Erne).
DROGHEDA
(The Picturesque Boyne Valley).
ROSAPENNA,
PORTSALON
(Donegal Highlands sit.uated
amidst the finest Scenery In the
country).
THE LINE FOR HOLIDAVS
NORTH'&? NORTH·WEST IRELAND
BUNDORAN
(Famous Health and Pleasure
Resort»)
WARRENPOINT
ROSTREVOR
NEWCASTLE
Great Northern Railway
(IRELAND)
It reaches the best Golfing,
Angling, Boating, etc., Resorts.
~,
DUBLIN. 1929.
=
The Company's Guides can be obtained ftom ~he Traffic
Manager. Belfast, ot District Superintendent. Amiens Street
Station, Dublin.
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IRISH TRAVEL . Scptcmbcr, 1920.
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o @
m 0
ill ~~nl~A 'Y __ IJ~ J ~ @~ J~~ dWUuufJS at ~
m ~ ~
o AN @~ IRISH FREE STATE HOLIDAY RESORT ~
m 0~ ~ @
*r &- . ,\-,..J "'J Tourist Tickets @~ # ~ ~ ~ issued Daily from 0~ STAY AT A cl'-$~' i i<1 I P"nciP';~S"tion, j
W aY ~ ~ t ~ ACHILL 0ill HOTEL UNDER. ~ ~ ~ ~ u (J !/~~ 9=~~~ ~~~~OAW @
y 0>. ~ V fl.' 0
o GREAT ..... - G a' BALLYBUNION m
m > ~cS- -l.\fY BRAY l!J~ SOUTHERN '>""5-.,)6- 'V .,Ill' BUNDORAN ~~ Js.-~ GP\" CARAGH LAKE ~
o RAILWAYS 8~~j' UNTIL 1t~~,Ff CASHEL @
W Iv. 31sfOCTOBER Gtff"lG CASTLECONNELL 0
(j) MANAGEMENT :l'CklOIt- I~ "Ay CLlFDEN ill~ tU un DUNGARVAN 0
*r AT WESTPORT ~ICK£"''S GOREY ENNISTYMON *r~ I I I I GLENGARRIFF ~~ 11 ISSUED ON FRIDRY:' GOREY ill!~ KILLARNEY v'IlLf:;;JR SI/TUN91IY.5 :5UNDIlYS INlSHCRO/vL KEN MARE 0
moo HIIP MONDII~()5DAr.s) KILLALOE ~~ PARKNASILLA ~",oFlf. TO .yt="...,.,~ KILLARNEY ~
(j) 1R 0 J9'-PE KILKEE ill~ KENMARE 4'(; .. ~ LAHINCH 0
o ~ d~ ~ mom "ro ~ L1SDOONVARNA~ CARAGH LAKE ~'vp.~ ~ .,..~ o~ L1STOWEL 0
(j) 9.0\4,~ .A~.,,+ ~-4 , ~ ~ M,blLARANNY (j)~ GALWAY J tJ""O" ;._~... ~ "'~..>~ MILTOWN.MALBAY ~
m
o
ft.\; ,0"t ~ i -_ J -; R mo~.i'r ,,~~ ~ ~ 0 ....... ~ RATHD UM FORMALLARANNY ,'~ .;.,~'{" .... !Ii'" GLENDALOUGH~ ~u\,~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~\ ~ ROSSLARE STRAND ~~ SLIGO ;;: ~~~ TRAMORE ~
*r ~ ~ ~ VALENTIA HARBOUR *r~ Full information " .... Q) ~ GREAT WICKLOW ~
(j) on application to -- SOUTHERN WOODEN BRIDGE (j)
~ P. J. FLOYD, RAILWAYS YOUGHAL ~
@ Traffic Manager. @
~ Programme of Tours and Booklets can be had on application to:- ~@ @
o Traffic Manager, Kingsbridge, Dublin. Messrs. Abm. Altham, Ltd .. Burnley. 0
@ Messrs. Thcs. Cook &- Son's Offices. The American ExC'ress Company's Offices. W
@ Messrs. Hewett's Office, D'Olier St., Dublin. Messrs. Plckfords' Ltd. Offices. ID
o Messrs. Wallis &- Sons' Office, Bachelor's Walk. Mes~rs. Frames' Offices. 0
@ Dublin. British and Irish Travel Agency. Londo:l and @
moo The Secretary, Irish Tourist Association, Dublin. Branches. ~
~ Messrs. Dean &- Dawson's Offices. The Irish Travel Agency. 8 D'Oller St., Dublin '5
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